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GAMBIER OBSERVER.
—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG AI.E NATIONS.”

VOL. VI.
GEOROE W MYERS, PRINTER.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1836.

NO. 41.

gion consist rather in impulse than in abiding
But not in the stillness of one silent chamber speaks them to every child of adam. He has
Before these could fully take effect, I was
and actuating principle, thus filling the mind was this summons only heard—it came to us as spoken them to you. Ask for his Spirit’s help. again summoned to visit her; she was then
From the Cincinnati Journal and Luminary,
with false notions, distracting it with unneces a family. Jesus stood in the midst; He, “the Arise, and follow him.
unable to sit up. I was shown into the place
sary fears, disgusting it with sober truths, and man of sorrows," and upon him were the marks
“In vain my fancy strives to paint
where she lay, but will not attempt to describe
The moment after death.”—Newton.
From the Christian Witness.
putting it upon the pursuit of impossible attain of the crucified; to each one of us he said,
it. There on the unpaved earth, covered scan
POOR ROSE.
ments. But this is not the end of this pernici “This wasfor thee. Thenfollow me\ Leave all
tily with short straws and worn out rags, poor
Say, fancy, wouldst thou follow where it leads,
ous catalogue. There is another kind of book andfollow me.”
The soul/ The affrighted and bewilder’d soul,
The knowledge of our blessed Saviour, as Rose was laid. She was then in a fit; her suf
Escaping from its prison-house of clay,
still more to be dreaded, as it is less likely to ex
“Leave all?” said one; “and if I should follow he is revealed in the Scripture, alone can make ferings were severe’ I paused, and prayed si
Earth s chains dissolv’d forever? Would’st thou seek
cite suspicion. ’ mean that kind which pro thee, Lord,what is it I must leave?” To Jesus us happy; and the happiness which that knowl lently for her. At length she recovered her
To bear companionship with the freed spirit,
fesses to take neutral ground—to teach practi the secrets of all hearts are known, and he edge produces, is generally greater in proportion senses sufficiently to recognize me, and I saw
As it leaps forth from the death-agony
cal godliness without meddling with the doc placed himself beside this young inquirer, and as it is unmixed with other sources of enjoy the same expression of cheerfulness and satis
Of which it bore its part—spreads its young pinions,
trines of God—to teach Gospel truth, but not walked with him through a day of his ordinary ment. The poorest Christian is therefore fre faction again appear on her countenance. Her
And essays a strange—a daring flight?
the whole truth of the Gospel; thus keeping pursuits.
quently the happiest, being richest in faith mother, a perfect contrast to the daughter, be
There lies th’ inert, unconscious form, so loved!
out of view what would be likelv to wound sec
It was early morning, and Ernest would have among the heirs of the promises.
gan loudly to complain of their distress. Poor
While sorrowing friendship closes the dull eye,
Wipes the last tear that parting anguish wrung,
tarian pride or offend sectarian bigotry.
longer slept but for a voice which invited him,
In an early stage of my ministry, writes a Rose interrupted her, and exclaimed, “Oh, mo
And bends to cling in one long, fond embrace.
Brethren beloved, we have not so learned saying, “I arose early and went into a solitary Christian minister, I was led to a serious convic ther, Mr.------is come to talk to me about my
—But oh, th’ undying soul! what sights, what sounds
Christy—not so vowed to sustain his kingdom. place, and there prayed.” “Follow me\" Could tion of this truth, from observing the various soul, do not speak about such matters as these.”
Break on it, as the uplifted veil unfolds
Our duty is one undivided and indivisible—to he resist this call? Perhaps he heeded it not; characters which then surrounded me. The Her cheerful faith encouraged me to speak to
To its wild gaze, the secrets of the spirit world?
What viewless things lose their invisibility,
give saving effect to the whole truth, as it is in Je perhaps he had nothing to say to the friend of rich, in general, I perceived, were pining with her, and to pray with her with much earnest
And now gleam forth, and people vacancy?
sus ; to send the youthful soldier to his conflict sinners: perhaps the morning slumber seemed unsatisfied desires, and even among professing ness; while my testimony of the blessed Saviour
—Are angel forms reveal’d chanting soft strains
with ‘the world, the flesh and the devil,’ clad sweeter than the whole night’s rest; or, perhaps Christians who possessed a full portion of this seemed to be a cordial to her mind, which no
The lyres celestial? Or shapes with visage grave
in the whole armour of God.*** And, in the if he did rise, it was to trifle, not to pray. He world’s goods, by far the greater number had earthly baunty could have afforded. I regret
Dim shadowy ghosts, whose outline indistinct
discharge of this duty, we have learned but one knows best! He knows what it is which with their spiritual sight so obscured by earthly cares much that, at this distance of time: I cannot re
Fades into air, while the impalpable hand
Beckons away? Ah whither lead they—beings
fear—the fear of offending God; we dare not the dawn he must leave to follow Christ.
and earthly comforts, that they generally ap call her exact expressions, but I was much
Anomalous, which neither seem to be
he toffie Hvly Ghost, by keeping back part of the
Ernest has a warm and winning temper. He peared to see the Saviour through a cloud, struck with their propriety, as well as delighted
Of hell or heaven?
truth. Ours is the duty, and ours the courage, pleases all to whom he may devote himself, and and were consequently full of doubts and un with their simplicity and piety.
Or does the buoyant
I hardly need say, that her temporal wants
to raise boldly aloft the standard—to unfurl the the desire to please is the chief end of his exis easiness. I was more strongly impressed with
And ethereal soul, impell’d by unseen power,
banner of the Cross, that every line and mark tence; the eyes of beauty smile upon him, and the truth of these observations, from an instance were not forgotten; a homely bed was procured
Pursue alone its trackless course through space,
upon it, may be visible to the eye of those who he is welcome in the world of rank and fashion, which plainly showed me that true happiness for her, and some help afforded, though limited
Until it rests upon some shining sphere,
enquire the way to Zion.ff Our course then, is but very few of his five hundred friends he found might sometimes be found where least expected. by the smallness of the means possessed by our
At which surviving friends may lingering gaze,
And talk of the lost loved one,
plain, in regard to whatever may be thrown be would own him as he was now accompanied.—
Rose------was the daughter of a poor weaver friends, and the number of cases of distress then
There uncertain of its final destiny,
fore the young members of our flock calculated The vain, the light, the giddy, and the gay, as who was wretched in every respect—wicked claiming assistance. Her gratitude was un
To wait the day of doom— the day which calls
to instil low and partial views, and thus to se Jesus passed them by, he said, “Leave these, himself, surrounded by a wicked family, reduc bounded; the commonest necessaries of life
From the tenacious grave its mouldering dust,
cure to Christ, only a partial and disjointed ser and follow me.”
ed to the most abject poverty by profligate were luxuries to her. One gift was to her in
And summons oceans to give up their dead?
vice. We must perform a ‘lustration’ in our
The
crowd
through
which
they
glided,
were
conduct, and rendered still more wretched from valuable; it was a complete Bible. This ehe
Who can abide the terrors of that morn,
parishes—carefully purge from our Parochial all day seeking to amuse themselves, and Ern hardness of heart produced by the principles of prized far above all the rest.
The trump—the judgment throne—uncovered hell,
and Sunday School Libraries every volume of est pleaded for the innocence of many a trifle infidelity which he had imbibed. The imme
My readers will be gratified to hear that her
And Oh! that verdict whence there’s no appeal!
this insidious and unfaithful character. But to which diverted them: but Jesus, had no vacant diate neighborhood in which this family lived health was in a measure restored, and for years'
O r is the intermediate existence
effect our purpose fully—to bring every thought hours, and toys were not for him—he was was of the same description.
Owing to the I observed her holy and consistent walk, her
But a dream of visionary theorists?
and feeling into captivity to Christ, another in “about his father’s business.” We fear that prevalence of these principles, it was in a state happy listening countenance, and her good re
— Is there not that in Holy Writ which teaches
That the soul at death dropping its cumbrous load,
fluence is rising in the Church, against which Ernest left his side, and “went away sorrow of moral delinquency seldom known in a coun port as a faithful follower of Christ.
All time—all space at once annihilated
we must assiduously guard; that of unauthor ful.”
This was true happiness, because it was not
try town.
Passes to the presence of its God and Judge!
ized instruction. I refer not now to those nu
“Follow me\"
Again our Redeemer stood in
Poor Rose, brought up in such society, ac to be shaken by the severest ills of life; it was a
Oh fearful moment! dreaded interview!
merous professed teachers around us, who have the midst and addressed these words to anoth customed to hear every thing good blasphem sure and certain hope, far different from the
The Deity unveil’d—the scroll of fate
Unclasp’d—with all its awful sanctions graved
no commission from God, but to those, who, er of our little band—it was to Dudley, the in ed, and to see every thing evil practised, had hopes and the happiness of the world, which,
As with a diamond’s point a record for
from our mis-managed or mis-applied Sunday tellectual and highly-gifted, the imaginative early lost, to outward appearance, all traces of like the rainbow, always appear near at hand,
Eternity, Eternity! Oh my soul
School system, are springing up among our Dudley—and through his world of study and of the religious instruction which she for a short and lovely to the view, but never can be attain
Pause ere the brink be gained—the fatal brink
selves. God forbid, that I should put a word feeling, methought that Jesus accompanied time received at a Sunday school in the town.— ed. It was “a solid certainty of waking bliss.”
Which bounds the visible world, pause and enquire,
on record, to discourage the unpretending, self- him for a day. What must he leave to follow Had not Divine grace interposed, she would no
Reader! are you disappointed;sorrowful, for
Am I prepar'd to leap the chasm that divides
Mortal from immortality?
denying labours of such, as, in the character of Christ? Not the deepest abstractions of phil doubt have passed down the same stream of saken, sick, needy, or in pain? Are you ready
At Heaven’s high festival th’ invited guest,
the primitive catechist
subject at all times to osophy, founded on revelation, nor any path of abandoned profligacy as her companions and to say, “I have no friend, no hope, no help?”—
Am I prepared—with my lamp trimmed and burning,
the ministry, have given themselves assiduously luminous science; but are there no idols in the with them have departed into eternal misery: are you neglected by those you love best, and
The garment of admission girded on,
to Sunday School instruction. But in refer temple ot his mind, whose thrones his Lord but it pleased God, in a remarkable manner, to left unheeded and forgotten? See, in poor Ross
Ready and watching for the Bridegroom’s call?
ence to a class of teachers, who, leaving the must see more lofty than his own? Are the snatch, as I would hope, this brand from the one who was laden with every sorrow of which
Hartford Conn.
E.
hnmKlo ploo© ot til© ©otoohigt,
ITlOUntod dicta of heathen sages held more sacred than burning.
you can complain,and see the sufferer not mere
into the seat of the expounder of Holy Writ,$$ the words of him who spake as never man spake?
Her pleasing countenance and person attract ly resigned, but happy, cheerful, nay “joyful in
THE OBSERVER.
permit me to say, they are entitled only to your and the classic fictions of antiquity held in rev ed the notice of a worthless man, who married hope.” It was the Saviour who made her so,
discountenance, and your prayers that they may erence, whilst the p«vo and boevut.,! truths of her, and then, after a short time, ill-treated and and He had bestowed upon her a happiness,
BISHOP IVES’ CHARGE.
come to a better mind. Painful as may bo the the gospel are disrpgarded? Is the appointed deserted her at sixteen years of age! But the which neither time nor circumstances, nor even
The subject of this Charge is the “ Duties incumbent on duty, you will find it indispensible, to purity of hour of communion with his best friend deferred Lord protected her, and directed her wav in death itself, can take away.
the Clergy. ” The third duty enforced by the Bishop on the faith and subordination of spirit, to allow them till this dubious point is ascertained, or that safety, through many hardships to her native
Clergy is “ that, so far as they can effect it, of the submis no influence among the young members of your dream of imagination indulged?
FAMILY RELIGION.
place. Her sufferings had been blessed to her;
Shadows as these may seem to others, they she was led to seek for the best source of con
sion to the Gospel in the Church of every member of their flock. Be advised then, to take your Sunday
D
egenerate
souls wedded to their vicious
are
real
existences
toDcrdley:
and
Jesus,
as
they
Congregations.” From this we extract the following pa Schools into your own charge, and under no cir
solation, in attendance upon the preaching of habits, may disclaim all commerce with Heaven
proclaimed
precedence
of
him,
“
cast
them
out
cumstance,
suffer
them
to
go
beyond
your
im

ragraphs : —
the Gospel. She sat an attentive hearer, and —refusing to invoke him whose infinite wisdom
mediate supervision. Parents look to you—the of the temple,” and said, “Leave these, and fol
Brethren in Christ! ye are shepherds of his Church looks to you, for such guardianship.— low me.”- The disciple was ready to murmur, listened to the word: she grew in grace, and in is ever prompt to discern and his bounty to re
flock; “and if it shall happen that any member She has laid upon you her solemn injunctions;* and rejected a yoke upon thought; half, at least the practical knowledge of the Saviour, and liv lieve the wants of those who faithfully call upon
thereof do take any hurt or hindrance by rea has declared you to be responsible,f in this of his ingenious speculations had been made for ed “according to the Gospel,” unobserved by him, and neglecting to praise him who is great
son of your neglect, ye know the greatness of matter, to her divine Head. If you would have his own amusement, a few for the benefit of his professors of religion, and persecuted by her and marvellous in his works, just and righteous
the fault, and the horrible punishment that will united and prosperous parishes, affectionate to fellow creatures, but fewer still for the glory of wicked family, to whom she returned blessings in his ways, infinite and incomprehensible in his
ensue. Wherefore consider with yourselves the yourselves, and devoted to your Redeemer—if his Lord, and the advancement of his kingdom ; for curses, and real good offices for acts of un  nature—but let us take care that every morn
end of the ministry towards the children of you would enjoy the blessed satisfaction, to see fame, not usefulness, had been his end; pride, kindness. Her appearance was improved as to ing, as soon as we rise, we lay hold upon this
God; and see that ye never cease your labour, your spiritual children walking in the truth, and not love, had been his motive. “What hast outward neatness, and in every respect she had proper season of address, and offer up to God
your care and diligence, until ve have done all to meet them joyful and happy at the judgment thou that thou hast not received?” asked his become a new creature; yet she was so silent the first fruits of our thoughts,—yet fresh, un
and unobtrusive, that although I was in the sullied and serene,—before a busy swarm of vain
that lieth in you, according to your bounden of the great day; never lose sight of your duty friend. “Leave these; and follow me.’.
habit of receiving at my house, all who desired images crowd in upon the mind. When the
duty, to bring all such as are, or shall be com to the lambs of the flock of Christ—the duty
There was one,—alas! that she is no more
come for advice or instruction, and who ap spirits, just refreshed with sleep are brisk and
mitted to your charge, unto an agreement in the of thorough personal catechetical instruction.^ amongst us,—there was one, who, when she to
peared to be seeking the way ot salvation, she
faith and knowledge of God."* Instruct them
heard these words of Jesus, “arose and followed ventured not to present herself among them__ active and rejoice, like that sun which ushers in
faithfully in the whole truth, and guard them
Eph. iv. 20.
***Eph. vi. 13.
ff Jer. 1. 5.
him.” They went out together into the streets She knew and loved the Sayiour, but she did the day, to run their course: when all nature,
jjSee Bingham’s Antiquities, Book iii. chapt. x.
against every error. Teach them, that the meek
anjj lanes of the city, and there they bound up not know herself to be one among his people, just awakenedinto being from insensibility, pays
§§ “Well would it be for those, who, with rash and un
its early homage; then let us join in the univer
ness and docility of childhood alone, can fit hallowed
hands, thus attempt to fashion the venerable fa the broken hearted, and comforted the weary and for two years she proceeded in silence, and sal chorus who are the only creatures in the vis
them for the kingdom of heaven: “that if any bric of Christian doctrine, to suit their perverted tastes, by the way; they fed the hungry, and they
man will do the will ot God”—be ready in his to remembet one, and assuredly one of the most important clothed the naked, and taught the ignorant; unknown. During this interval she laboured ible creation capable of knowing to whom it is
heart to submit to the divine commands—“he of its doctrines for the direction and formation of our faith, they carried the word of life to every cottage; under serious uneasiness; she loved the truth, to be addressed.
And in the evening when the stillness of the
shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of that the one grand requisite fora Christian believer is a they hushed the wail of want, and smoothed the and longed to search for it in the Bible; but
teachableness, and a throwing down of the strong
alas, the word of God was a treasure beyond night invites to solemn thoughts, after we have
God;”** shall find his doubts vanish, and the patient
pillow
of
the
dying;
and
this,
with
Elisabeth,
holds of personal vanity and self-confidence. Well, if they
light of truth gradually break upon his mind, remember the words of him, who spake as never man was not the work of one day, but of alife devot her means to obtain. There were no Bible As collected our straggling ideas, and suffered not
as he advances in the way of obedience. Show spake, and, in simple words, poured forth the treasures of ed to the serviceofher Master. “For his sake,” sociations in those days! no visitors to call at reflection to stir but what either looks upwards
them, that there is but one plan of salvation— eternal wisdom, that except we become as little children, was her motto; his strength made perfect her the poor man’s cottage, and inquire whether he to God, or inward upon ourselves, upon the
possessed the word of truth! My charge was state of our minds, then let us scan over each
we shall in no wise inherit the kingdom of heaven, we
‘but one mediator between God and man;’f— shall
neither attain a true knowledge of it here, nor a a par weakness. Thus she followed him abroad and
‘but one Lord,’ one faith, one baptism —‘that ticipation of its glories hereafter.”—Rose's Discourses on at home; she was “unspotted from the world ;” very extensive; I knew not the wants of all.— action of the day, fervently entreat God’s par
She at length was able to procure, in some de don for what we have done amiss, and the gra
by one Spirit we are all baptised into owe body.’ German Protestantism.
we marked her in every relative position and gree the treasure she desired. Her employ cious assistance of his Spirit for the future; and
* See the Rubric after the Catechism.
$ Show them, that this is the doctrine of God
saw her iglide through every duty, following ment was winding quills; many aweary hour had after having adjusted accounts between our Ma
+ See form and manner of ordering Priests.
that it has Christ for its corner-stone; Apostles
Christ. Her meek and quiet spirit was early she to pass .at her wheel, to obtain a scanty sub
and ourselves, commit ourselves to his care
‘In truth,” says Bishop Hall, “the most useful of all
for its defenders;—the blood of martyrs for its preaching is catechetical.” “1 have spent,” he adds, “the ripe for heaven,and ministering angels summon sistence on which she was barely able to exist. ker
the following night. Thus beginning and
testimony ;—the Holy spirit for its life-giving greater half of my life in this station of our holy service; ed their sister long before we would have spar Yet from this pittance, she by degrees saved a for
closing the day with devotion, imploring his
power;—the submission of the whole multitude 1 thank God, not unpainfully nor unprofitably; but there ed her. She endured afflictions—some, whose shilling, and with this she bought a portion of a direction every morning as we rise for the fol
is
one
thing
of
which
I
repent
so
much,
as
not
to
have
be

of primitive saints—of the faithful in all ages,
pressure was continual—and they brought forth
stowed more hours of this exercise of catechising. In re fruits of subduedness, of humility, ot sympathy; Bible. Though imperfect, it was her delight lowing day, and recommending ourselves every
for its trophy.—Enforce then the duty of im gard
and companion.
whereof, 1 could quarrel with my very sermons, and
night before we lie down, to His protection who
plicit submission to the divine will—to the di wish that a great part of them had been exchanged for this the soil was enriched by the culture of sorrow ;
Want at last produced disease. Rose had neither slumbers nor sleeps, the intermediate
vine system of pardon, sanctification and salva preaching conference.—Epist. Dedic. to his discourse on the she said it made the green field of the promises long wished to converse with her minister, and spaces will be better filled up,—each line of our
tion. Enforce it especially upon such, as, from Old Religion.
to her by degrees ripe unto the harvest. Her
Dr. Fuller, the well known author of the Church His chastened ardor, her settled peace, were rarely now she ventured to send for me to come to her behaviour will terminate in God, as the centre
the denominations around you, may ask admis
father’s wretched abode. It was wretched in of our actions. Our lives, all of a piece, will
expresses himself in his Mixt Contempt, section 49,
sion into the Church. Convince them of her tory,
much to the same purpose. In fact one can hardly go amiss equalled; she was the happiest human being I deed! Those who have visited the poorest hab constitute one regular whole, to which each
claims, by exhibiting her Scriptural character— in looking for testimony to the importance of catechizing, have ever known; “she walked with God, and itations of a decayed manufacturing town may part will bear a necessary relation and corres
her divine authority—her pure faith—her hea among standard writers of the Church of England.
she was not, for God took her:” and the secret form some idea of it, but it was almost the worst pondence, without any broken and disjointed
venly charity. Show them, that God is with
of her gladness we knew had been that summons of all. In this abode I found poor Rose, seated schemes; independent of this great end—the
the Church ,—that Christ is her glorious head,
“Follow me.”
on a rude block of wood, yet neat and clean in pleasing ot God. And while we have this point
From the London Revivalist.
that by his spirit, his ministers, his word and sa
If there be one whom the hand of God hath her appearance, though evidently in the lowest in view, whatever variety there may be in our
THE
SAVIOUR
’
S
COMM
AND
—
“
FOLLOW
ME.,
’
craments, he edifies her members, and unites
touched in an affectionate family, how dear that state of poverty, and in the midst of the most actions, there will be a uniformity, too, which
them in one holy bond of fellowship. It is
I had been listening one Sabbath to an im- one becomes to all! When our precious Hen disgusting disorder. She was pale, her features constitutes the beauty of life, just as it does of
thus you are to promote submission, in your pressiveand touching discourse from these words ry listened to his Saviours “Follow me,” his were shrunk, the pleasing aspect of youth was .every thing else,—a uniformity, without being
flocks, to thefaith once delivered to the Saints.\\
of our Lord, and was afterwards searching for eyes were heavy with tears, and he said, “Lord, gone; but a peaceful cheerfulness appeared on
But to enjoy the certain pledge of success, the various occasions on which he had address if thou wilt, thou canst make me whole.” He her countenance, which will never be effaced dull and tedious, and a variety without being
and irregular.
you must be faithful with the young. Take ed them, while upon earth, to those around him; was the Lord’s prisoner; and Elisabeth often, from my memory. It spoke happiness—calm wild
The joint devotions of a family are as neces
them in that state, to which our Saviour says, to the young man, whom looking upon he lov as she watched by his couch, thought how much certain, steady, well-founded happiness. She sary
derive a blessing upon a family, and to
all must be brought, to be fit for his kingdom— ed, but who was too rich to follow him—to ano easier it is to act than to suffer! By him Jesus told me her distressing tale, but it was narra returntothanks
for blessings already received, as
before pride hath made them in their own esteem ther who asked if he might first “go and bury sat down, as a refiner to the purifying of silver, tive, not complaint; her greatest grief was for the applications of each individual are to beg of
wiser than their teachers, and carry them through his father”—to Peter and Andrew, fishers—to and whispered, “My child,‘have patience in tri her mother, her poor wretched mother: “ My God, or to thank him for, his own personal ad
all the stages ot catechetical and other instruc Matthew, at the receipt of customs—to Philip bulation,’so shalt thou ‘Follow me.’ 'I afflict poor mother, sir; I say to her, Oh, mother think
vantages.
tion, which the Church contemplates, and in —to John, the beloved—and, collectively to all not willingly, neither grieve the children of of your soul.”
If ever, then you would have your children to
due conformity with her spirit and injunctions, the disciples; when suddenly, and as with a men.’ ‘I will be with thee in trouble; and thou
I was much interested while conversing with be dutiful, and your servants faithful,—if ever
and you may look for their steadfast continuance living voice, the same words, “Follow me!” ut shalt glorify me.’” The little one arose and fol her, though she was faint and suffering from you desire your small community here should
in the Apostles' doctrine. But in order to accom tered by the same Saviour, sounded in my ear, lowed him—not, indeed, in active service, but pain. I inquired into her bodily wants, that I join you hereafter with the great congregation
plish this, it will be incumbent on you to exer and seemed addressed to me alone.
in calm dependence, in him patience had its might relieve them. She expressed herself con of men and angels in one chorus to their Ma
cise much vigilance, in securing their minds
To me—an insignificant member of a quiet perfect work. His Saviour dwelt with him tented, one small favor she had to ask, and while ker, be sure to cultivate the spot of ground com
from the destructive influence of mis-named re circle, of which the world has never heard—a through years of weariness, made him thankful mentioning it, she seemed to think it almost too mitted to your care; teach them to look up to
ligious books ; I mean that class, designed lor privilege which prophets craved and desired was for the least kindness and for the least mitiga much—it was to beg my intercession with a God in every step of their conduct; impress
children, which are made up of fictitious nar given; and I, with the favored apostles, might tion,refined him in the furnace, and at last took neighboring farmer to prevail upon him to give upon them and keep alive in them, by repeat
rative—detailing marvellous conversions and be with him by night and by day, “going about him home to a land where “there shall he no her a little straw for her bed. The reader will ed prayers, a manly, serious and devout frame
experiences of early youth, and making reli- doing good,” studying his spirit, receiving his more pain.”
readily suppose the answer made to her request; of mind; and set apart some portion of the Sab
And now, my reader, which are you—Ern her case was mentioned to a few benevolent bath to read or hear them read, such good books
commands, beholding his miracles by faith, if
♦ See form and manner of ordering Priests.
not by sight. It was a high and glorious call I est, or Dudley, or Elisabeth, or Henry? and friends, who immediately took measures for her as may instruct them in the strong and decisive
**
John vii, 17. j- 1 Tim. ii. 5.
Eph. iv. 5.
have you ever heard these words ofJesus? He comfort and relief.
—I prayed for strength to answer it.
evidence of Christianity the great work of
§ 1 Cor. xii. 13. ||Jude, 3.
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their redemption and the whole compass of’ their
comes
duty. From a neglect of doing this,.it launch
to pass that our youth, as »°°£ « dJenceless
ess
out into the world, fall an « j
'go
prey to .hose Posers
li at
“hbe°yUtbeceon'negp.oX«
*• best rejig
igion
he world was ever blest with, to no-relig.on at
all and those who should be the flower of the
.
nation are too often the very dregs of it.
Seed’s Sermons.
From the London Evangelical Magazine.
PREACHING TO THE INSANE.

The deeply interesting experiment of preach
ing to the insane the Gospel of Him who was
to be “a hiding-place from the wind, and a cov
ert from the tempest," has been fairly tried in
the Lunatic /Asylum attached to the Edinburgh
Charity Workhouse. The result is detailed in
a Report recently submitted to the managers
by the chaplain, from which w8 make the fol
lowing extracts, earnestly recommending their
perusal to all who are connected with similar in
stitutions.
“In general from forty to forty-five of the
patients attend divine service. Their conduct
in the chapel might indeed afford a salutary
lesson to many in the possession of all their fa
culties. To these poor maniacs it is no light,
trifling, or matter-of-form business to engage in
the service of their God. Disposed to look for
indifference instead of affection from their fel
low-creatures, and cut off from the business
and innocent enjoyments of time, many of them
go to the chapel -delighted with the remem
brance that there is a friend whom adversity
cannot change,—a blessed Redeemer, who vis
its the humble apartment into which the parent
or child cannot, often dares not, enter.
‘'The duties of the Sabbath have (by their
own admission) occupied many a thought dur
ing the preceding week. When engaged in
these duties, their cares and sorrows are for a
time lost sight of, and even the most wretched
manifest, by their deportment, the soothing ef
fects of religious feeling. After lea’dng the
chapel, the duties of the morning form the sub
ject of conversation during the rest of the day;
and sermons heard in happier scenes are remem
bered and compared with that delivered to them
by their chaplain.
“Formerly (partly perhaps on account of the
surrounding stillness,) the Sabbath appeared to
be the most disturbed day of the week; ever
since the worship of God commenced, it has
been the most peaceful, and evidently the most
delightful to the patients.
“On different occasions individuals returned
sometime after having been discharged, reques
ting permission again to join in worship with
their former partners in affliction ; and several
who either met the chaplain by accident, or call
ed upon him, have testified, in the strongest
terms, the happiness they enjoyed when sur
rounding the family altar during their days of
darkness.
“The foregoing general statements might be
sufficient to prove the benefit which the insane
derive from religious exercises, but a more mi
nute account may, perhaps, be desired of a
field but lately opened through Christian bene
volence. To gratify such a wish, the follow
ing facta may be stated illustrative of the con
duct of the insane in the chapel, and of the ef
fects produced upon them by the worship of
God.
“On one occasion, in the middle of the ser
mon, a man subject to epilepsy, sunk to the
ground in frightful convulsions. If any fear
was entertained lest others might have been ex
cited by the distressing spectacle, it was but for
a moment; two of his companions, both in gen
eral restless and troublesome, voluntarily went
to the assistance of the superintendant, and re
moved the unhappy man. Whenever the door
was closed, the rest prepared again to listen with
unshaken composure.
“At another time, the boys belonging to the
Charity Workhouse, who led the singing, stop
ped short in the first line of the Psalm; one of
the most hopeless of the patients immediately
raised the tune, discharging in the most becom
ing manner the duties of precentor, and it ought
to be added, evidently much to the satisfaction
of the congregation.
“The man in early lite had been a precentor,
but his conduct on this occasion was so unlike
his general behaviour, that it might have caused
astonishment had not instances of equal compo
sure been witnessed every day. Patients, who,
during the week, never remain in one position,
or even quiet for five minutes at a time, from
morning till evening, join, when their Bibles are
placed in their hands, in the services of the Sab
bath with a steadiness and reverence that, but
for their appearance and conduct on other oc
casious, might well cause doubts of their actual
insanity to be entertained.
“Two sisters were regularly present at wor
ship: the one was intelligent, but easily, or ra
ther at all times, excited; the other was a poor
hopeless idiot, conscious of little more than
mere existence. The attention of the former to
the latter, during sermon, was truly affecting;
she watched every movement of her counte
nance, seeming to live for her alone. When
any remark was made pleasing to her own mind,
if a momentary smile met her inquiring look,
she had her reward; the hope of better days
again visited her; and, anxious that others
should participate in her joy, her helpless rela
tive was repeatedly led by the hand, at the close
of the service, to the chaplain's desk, with the
observations, ‘She is much better to-day. Do
you not think she is more animated ? She un
derstood what you were saying. I hope she will
soon be well; as for myself, I am merely stop
ping here on her account.’
“Shortly after the introduction of divine ser
vice, Mr. Johnston, who had been repeatedly
present at worship on Sabbath, in order to as
certain how far it was possible to secure the at
tention of the insane to a lengthened address,
privately desired a very restless patient to write
an account of the next sermon. Upon receiv
ing the paper, th8 chaplain was not a little sur
prised to ind that no part of his discourse had
escaped the not.ee of his watchful auditor,
whose critique »», in eve
nute.
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patient -expressed
himself p.eased with the view which had been
taken of a text, principally on aceount of the
effect which he hoped it would produce upon
one whom he described as in a state of despair.

ken the laws of the city, all respectable citizens
would calmly put their hands in their pockets,
and say ‘well, I’m glad they did the thing,
though I seriously object to this breaking of the
laws,’ do you think that this metaphysical re
servation at the end of the sentence would have
any effect in deterring from the next outrage ?”
My friend was silent and went on eating his
beef for some moments with great solidity and
then resumed—“But you must allow that it is
very undesirable to have that Birney here send
ing out these inflammatory things!’’
“Why! what harm do they do?”
“Why?—they inflame the community.”
“Well, and what harm is there in inflaming
the community?”
“Why, it makes men fuiious, gives rise to
popular commotions and disturbances, and mobs,
&c.,” said he hastily, beginning to see where his
own logic was taking him.
“And is it because you are so fearful that
Birney will create mobs and excitement, that
you are not sorry there was a mob last night to
tear down his printing press ! It seems to me
that it is not so consistent an arrangement of
principles as might be made; now my friend,
do you think the liberty of the press is a good
thing?”
“Certainly—to be sure.”
“And you think it a good article in our con
stitution, that allows every man to speak, write,
and publish his own opinions, without any oth
er responsibility than that of the laws of his
country ?”
“Certainly I do.”
“Well then, as Mr. Birney is a man, I suppose
you thinx it’s right to allow him to do it in par
ticular !”
“But Mr. Birney’s opinions are so danger
ous 1”
“That is to say, so you think them; there are
a large class of people in the nation, who are
just as sure that they are not, now how is the
constitution to be worded:
“Every man in the state may speak, write,
print, and publish his own sentiments, on any
subject, provided that nobody in the nation
thinks they are dangerous. ’
“Pshaw! said my friend—of course no law
could run in that way, but there is a point you
know, where all men of sense are pretty much
agreed.”
“Then,” said I, “perhaps you would recom
mend that the conmitution should provide that
every man may print and publish his sentiments,
except in cases where all men of sense are pret
ty much agreed that they are dangerous.”
“Why,” said my friend, after an uneasy si
lence of a few moments, really you are getting
to be quite a warm abolitionist—I had no idea
that you were so much inclined to favor Bir
ney—it was only a month ago that I heard you
lamenting that he would come here and set up
his paper.”
“So I did,” said I, ‘and so I do now, but that
has nothing to do with the question. The quee
tion is—is the article in our constitution that al
lows freedom of the press, a good one ? either
say it is a good one, «ud allow Birney, or any
other man (be his opinions what they may,) the
benefit of it, or say it is not good, have it struck
out, and take the consequences.”
“Well,” said tny friend, “you are right I be
lieve, but what is to be done? there must be
some restraint on these fellows.
“Perhaps that is a difficult question, Mr. L
------ , but one thing is certain; the encouraging
of mobs is not the thing to be done. I have
been pefectly shocked to hear sensible Christian
men making just such remarks on several occa
sions as you have made to day. Why just sup
pose that there was a train of gunpowder ex
tending under every house in the city, and the
incendiaries had begun to explode it under some
unsightly old buildings which specially disfigure
the place—you stand on a hill top and look
down with great complacency—“That’s right—
can’t say I’m sorry 1—glad to see those ugly
old things blown sky high!” “You fool,” says
a man running up, out of breath—“don’t you
know that the same train of powder runs under
your house and mine, and every house in flie
city, let it go twenty minutes longer and they
will all go together I” now this is precisely the
case with these mobs. Every man is glad of a
mob that happens to fall in with his views, with
out considering that if the mob system gets
once thoroughly running, it may go against, as
well as for them.
There is a mob at Vicksburg against the
gamblers; “I'm glad of it,” say some well dis
posed people, “t’will put a stop to this gam
bling.” But what next? Why next there is a
mob to tear down a church, or tar and feather a
minister ; and now the good people are shocked
at this mobbing system! What an awful thing
it is! There is a mob to-night to tear down an
abolition press; “glad of it,” say many respec
table men, this abolition is a bad thing—ought
to be stopped. But at the heels of this follow
From the Journal and Luminary.
a Jackson mob and a Harrison mob, a mob of
SPIRIT OF THE TIMES.
workmen for wages, a mob on rail-road compa
Mr. Editor:—A few days ago at the din nies, and a mob on water companies;—one
ner table of a friend, a man of sense and intel man’s bouse is torn down for one thing, and an
ligence, the following conversation took place other’s factory burnt for another, till all begin
—“So, said Mr. L—■
flourishing his carver, to doubt whether abolitionwwi or any other ism
“I hear Birney’s press is broken open at last,— is not better than niobism—and all this comes of
I knew it must be so, well, I can’t say that I am every man patronising in the beginning, the par
sorry—it will teach him better than to be set ticular mob that happened to suit his own taste.
ting these ultra measures on foot in our city.” Now the only way to prevent all this, is for eve
—“You arc glad of it!” said I, “you, a Chris ry man to stand sternly up for the principles of
tian man and a lover of good order, not sorry law, and frown with indignation on every viola
that the laws of the city have been violated, and tion of them even though they accidentally ac
the rights of private property invaded !—my complish something he thinks desirable. The
good sir, I am astonished at you!”
minister and Christian must treat with as much
“Why, no,” said my friend, looking some severity a mob against gambling as a inobagainSc
what puzzled, “I disapprove of mobs and un ministers and Churches. The patriot states
lawful proceedings of every kind;—no man man must frown alike on the mob that advan
more ;—but then Birney and these fellows are ces,as on that that retards his plans, and all lov
so ultra and immoderate, and their measures are ers of good order must declare with one voice,
so calculated to throw the community into a that they will regard nothing with approbation,
ferment!----- ”
compromise with nothing, and accept of noth
“And breaking into houses and destroying ing as a good deed that is purchased by outrag
property are measures indicative of so much ing and endangering those rights of property
more moderation, and so eminently tranquiliz- and of free opinion which are the pride and
ing in their influence on the community, that treasure of every American citizen.
you patronize them, as the least of two evils?”
FRANKLIN.
“Why, no, certainly,” said Mr. L., “I would
patronize no such thing ; I disapprove of the in
From the Presbyterian.
fraction of latv in this case, though I cannot
A REMARKABLE CITY.
say I am sorry that the thing has been done.”
1 he city of Nice, so interesting to the Chris
“But my good friend, by uttering just such tian for the celebrated council once held there,
a sentence as you have now, you do as much and to the artist for the beautiful fragments yet
to patronize mobs and unlawful proceedings as remaining of ancient splendor, now shares with
any of their leaders could desire. Suppose the many of its compeers the dust of oblivion__
leaders of a mob knew that after they had bro At the mandate of the Emperor Constantine,

The Chaplain, it need scarcely be said, lost no
time in conversing with the unhappy man in
presence of the friendly maniac, who listened
with the deepest interest to every remark, and
endeavoured, in the most affectionate manner,
to remove the load that pressed upon the trou
bled mind. The object of his care was sooth
ed, and it is pleasing to add, finally left the Asy
lum, the child of better hopes.
“Another patient, who was visited by severe
bodily disease, as well as mental derangement
seemed to be happy only when engaged in the
service of God. While strength remained, he
was never absent from the chapel, and even af
ter having been confined to bed during the
week, the arms of his brethren in affliction sup
ported to the place where prayer was wont to
be made. When that was found impracticable,
the accents of praise, and words of resignation,
on the bed of death, proclaimed the presence of
hope blooming full of immortality.
“On another occasion, after divine service,
the chaplain was requested to visit an aged wo
man, one of his hearers, who had been an in
mate of the Asylum for the lengthened term of
twenty years: her case had been a bad one.—
On the bed of death, however, she was restor
ed to the full possession of reason. After joy
fully welcoming her visiter, she expressed in
the most grateful terms her happiness on ac
count of the change that had caken place in the
house. ‘Formerly,’ said she, ‘the Sabbath was
the same as any other day, the joyful message
of.salvation never reached us; now we have
the word preached every Sabbath, and even on
the bed of sickness I can hear the glad tidings
of peace. (Her apartment was separated from
the chapel merely by a thin wooden partition.)
This interesting individual lived for nearly three
weeks after the interview just described. To
the close of life she manifested the patience
and holy confidence of the dying Christian.—
Only once her mind appeared to be a little dis
turbed, whether in consequenceof a well-known
prejudice, or on account of the peculiar charac
ter of the house, the writer of this article does
not know, as, without asking any questions, he
endeavoured to banish the painful feeling. The
circumstance alluded to was this;—Her situa
tion seemed to cause her some uneasiness, for
she expressed regret that the soul was leaving
the body in a state of confinement. In a mo
ment, however, she recovered her composure,
and exclaimed. ‘Hqw can I complain, who
have been a great sinner, when I think of the
sufferings of my sinless Redeemer.’
“The last case which will be mentioned is
that of a converted Jew.
“The expression of this man’s countenance
indicated perpetual grief. His was indeed a
broken, and, to all appearance, a contrite spirit.
During divine service, his weeping eyes tvere
constantly fixed upon the preacher—not a word
seemed to escape him. VVhen the words were
those of comfort, or declaratory of God’s good
ness, and of the Saviour's love to fallen man, a
smile of delight proved the grateful feelings of
his heart. When any allusion was made, either
in the address or prayer, to those from whom he
had separated himself, the tear, the uplifted
countenance and folded hands, testified how
much he loved his brethren, his kinsmen, ac
cording to the flesh, and how strong his desire
was that Israel might be saved. To the last,
thesatne affecting tenderness was displayed, un
til death relieved the broken-hearted sufferer.
“Had nothing more been effected by divine
service in the Asylum than merely securing by
this means, to the insane, during a peaceful
hour, forgetfulness of their sorrows, and, by
breaking in upon the monotonous round of a so
litary life, awakening early recollections, thus
proving to them that they are still united with,
and remembered by,their fellow-men, the benefit
conferred upon them would have been great,
but the foregoing statements will pfove that
more has been accomplished. The living are
soothed and comforted, the dying have been
strengthened by the service of God, and the oft
expressed desire of many has been gratified.—
For, repeatedly before the service of God was
established in the Asylum, the patients, upon
hearing the tolling of the bells for public worship
remarked to Mrs. Mackay, the matron, how
much they felt the want of religious instruction
and with what delight they would have joined
the multitude that kept the solemn holy day.—
They now receive the wished-for religious in
struction, and meet in their solitary mansion to
worship him who is not confined to temples
made with men’s hands: and highly do they
seem to value the blessed privilege. May the
happy effects produced upon them by Divine
truth, be the means of directing public attention
to the spiritual necessities of the insane in gen
eral, and dispose those to whose care they are
instrusted to introduce the service of the only
Physician of the grieved in spirit into every
similar institution!”

phant o'er the grave, might witness his spirit pass the
bounds of earth and sense and wing its way up to the
throne of God, to mingle, “with the general assembly
and Church of the first born,” whose praises resound
though heaven, to join the innumerable throng of angels*
“the glorious company of Apostles,” “the goodly fellow
ship of the Prophets,” and “the noble army of Martyrs,”
in ascribing “blessings and honour and glory and praise
unto Him that sitteth upon the throne, and to the Lamb
for ever and ever.”
It pleased him who has conquered death to comply with
this long-cherished desire of his faithful servant, and at the
noontide of Sunday to send the summons to usher the
spirit of the departed one into the presence of its Lord,
that its frail and decayed tenement of earth might be ex
changed for a glorious body.
So gently was the summons executed, that he passed
away calmly and in peace, without a sigh or a groan, to tell
to the weeping attendants the parting of his spirit from
earth.
His whole sickness has been remarkable for the undis
turbed tranquility which pervaded his mind. lie had been
for so many years accustomed to converse with death, and
contemplate the time of his dissolution—had been so long
waiting for the coming of the messenger which should in
troduce him to that mansion which his Saviour had pre
pared for him, that his approach to the grave caused no ex
citement, no change in the settled peace and tranquility
which have been for years the known characteristics of the
venerable Bishop’s mind.
Religious services appropriate to the occasion were per
formed at intervals in his room, in which he engaged with
hi3 accustomed fervour of devotion. On one occasion,
while the service for the sick was being read, when it Was
thought by those around him that he was near his end, he
engaged with much apparent interest in the service, dis_
tinctly repeated the Lord’s prayer, responded the solemn
“amen,” and raising his hands, as a little child to an affec
tionate father, humbly besought forgiveness of his sins and
acceptance with God.
The communion was administered to him, on the Tues
day preceding his decease, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onderdonk, assisted by Bishop Doane, some of the clergy being
in attendance. Although the mind of the Bishop partici
pated in the general prostration of the physical system, yet
during the administration of this holy sacrament his intel
lect seemed vigorous, and the powers of his mind rallied
and appeared invigorated by the holy associations which
were thus recalled and presented to it. During the whole
administration he joined with much feeling, responding at
the proper places, and joining in the prayers with apparent
comfort and satisfaction.
From that day until the Sunday of his dissolution he
was too much reduced to converse. The effort to enunci
ate was too great for his enfeebled powers; but he retained
his senses to the last, recognized those who were admitted
to his room, and extending bis hand in token of welcome
and affection, after his utterance had refused to convey in
telligently what his lips would speak.
The last official act which he performed, was on the 4th
of July, which was the affixing of bis signature to the dovumenta authorising the consecration of the Rev. Samuel
A. McCoskry, to the office of Bishop of Michigan.
I he funeral of the Bishop took place on Wednesday
morning at 10 o’clock. At an early hour the street in
which he resided was thronged with crowds, who were ea
ger to catch a glimpse of the mortal remains of one whom
all esteemed so highly. At 10 o’clock it was with difficul
ty that his house could be approached, and it was not unt?
proper officers were obtained that a passage could be kept
open for those who were invited to meet at the Bishop’s
and the adjacent houses. At a few moments past eleven
o’clock the procession began to be formed in the . following
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lated to fill the Church and the whole land with mourning,
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l’all Bearers.
has probably been made known to all our readers. Judging
Family.
that every thing connected with the death of this venerable
Physician to the Family.
man will be read with a melancholy interest we have in
Clergy of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
As Mourners.
dulged largely in extracting from the accounts furnished us
Wardens of Christ Church, St. Peter’s and St. Janie’s,
by the eastern papers.
As Mourners.
The first extract is from the “Episcopal Recorder” and
Vestrymen of the same, as Mourners.
contains the particulars of his sickness and death, and the
Standing Committee of the Diocese of Pennsylvania,
As Mourners.
tokens of respect paid at his funeral.
The Clergy of various Denominations.
The second is from the “Churchman,” and contains a
Wardens and Vestrymen of the Protestant Episcopal
brief but well drawn sketch of his life and character.
Churches.
Candidates for Holy Orders.
Trustees and Faculty of University of Pennsylvania.
The Rt. Rev. WILLIAM WHITE, D. D. Bishop
Governor of the State of Pennsylvania.
of Pennsylvania, and the Presiding Bishop of the Pro
Judges of the United States and State Courts.
testant Episcopal Church in the United States, is no
American Philosophical Society.
Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen.
more.
Select and Common Councils.
It is known to all of our readers that for several weeks
Protestant Episcopal Academy.
past he has been confined to his bed. Ilis sickness has Society for the Advancement of Christianity in Pennsylva
nia.
been free from distressing pain, but accompanied through
Protestant Episcopal Diocesan Sunday-school Society.
out by extreme debility and prostration of muscular ener
Bishop White Prayer-book Society.
gy. During the first ten days of his sickness he suffered
Philadelphia Bible Society.
much on account of the extreme heat of the weather, which
Prison Discipline Society.
Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf and Dumb.
reduced him rapidly, so much so, that on Tuesday, the 5th
Institution for the Blind.
of July, there was such a general prostration of bis sys
Philadelphia Dispensary.
tem, that those around him supposed that the time ot his Other Institutions with which the Bishop was connected.
Episcopalians.
dissolution was at hand. He however revived again, and
Citizens.
seemed for a few days considerably restored. The expec
torations, which were the most painful symptoms of his
The procession which extended about two thousand feet,
sickness, continued to increase, and as they increased the exclusive of the numerous carriages in attendance, formed
difficulty of ejecting them from the lungs was greater. It but a small part of the immense concourse of persons who
was feared that as the venerable Bishop continued to lose were collected to pay their last tokens of respect to the de
his strength," there not being sufficient physical energy to ceased and universally beloved Bishop. It has been esti
throw off the accumulating phlegm, strangulation would mated that upwards of twenty thousand persons were
ensue; but the aged sufferer was spared such a painful ter congregated to participate in the mournful rites of the ocmination of a life of toil and faithfulness. After lingering casio n.
Laige numbers of the Episcopal clergy having received
in a state of extreme weakness much longer than his ad
vanced age could have afforded reason for his friends to the sad intelligence of the Bishop’s decease, were in atten
hope, he calmly resigned his spirit into the hands of a mer dance. We noticed among them, many from the towns in
ciful Saviour, and passed without a struggle to “that rest the immediate vicinity, and also from New York and Balwhich remaineth to the people of God,” on Sunday, the timorc. The Right Rev. Bishops Bowen of South-Caro
17th inst. at a quarter before 12 M. The fact of the de lina, Onderdonk of Pennsylvania, Doane of New-Jersey,
cease of the Presiding Bishop was announced in the city Kemper, missionary bishop for Missouri and Indiana, and
Churches in the afternoon, immediately after the evening McCoskry of Michigan, were present. The Right Rev.
services preceding the sermon, accompanied by a request Bishops Bowen, Doane, Kemper, and McCoskry, attend
that the sermon should be omitted, in compliance with an ed as pall-bearers, assisted by the Rev. Dr. Abercrombie
arrangement which had been made by some of the clergy and the Rev. Mr. Bull, two of the oldest presbyters present.
attending upon the Bishop. This request was generally
All of the Episcopal clergy were habited in their ofiicitl
complied with, and instead of the customary sermon, a robes and attended as mourners. A large number of the
shoit address suited to the occasion was made, and the con city clergy wore, in addition to their robes, a black scarf as
gregations dismissed with the apostolic benediction. The a badge of mourning. Besides the clergy of the Episco
omission of the sermon was designed, probably, to allow pal Church, there were collected a great number of minis
the members of the various Churches, whose hearts and ters of other Christian denominations. Nearly the whole
minds would be solemnly affected by this afflictive dis body of the Church was filled with the clergy and vestries
pensation of God’s providence, to retire to their closets and of the various Churches.
spend the remainder of the Lord’s-day in holy meditation
The procession having arrived at Christ Church, where
and devout prayers to the great Head of the Church that
he would sanctify to his bereaved people his .ore chastise the services were to be performed, the body of the venerable
man was placed in the middle aisle before the chancel__
ment.
It had long been the expressed desire of the Bishop that The Church, which was undergoing repairs, had been ar-

A. D. 326, there assembled within its walls a
greater number of Christian ministers than the
world had ever before seen together. From the
splendid cities of Asia, from the caves of re
mote Europe, and the burning sands of Africa,
three hundred and eighteen bishops, and a large
number of priests and deacons, and laity
assembled in council, upon the welfare of the
Christian Church, and established the celebrat
ed declaration of faith, hence called the Nicene
Creed. It is said, that the appearance of this
city, after you have ascended the hills which
embosom it, is of the most striking and ro
mantic character. An extensive and beauti
ful plain greets the eye, mapped by streams
of water, and scenery of the most pleasing as
pect.
In its centre, the waters of the famous Lake
Ascanius repose, fringed with the enlivening
green of the forest trees, so luxuriantly beauti
ful in this tropical climate. At the extremity
of this lake is situated the large and beautiful
city of Nice. Its walls are six miles in circum
ference, and are of an imposing height—from
twenty-five to thirty feet, and fourteen feet
thick at the base; and bid fair to continue for
centuries. They are mantled, as usual, with
parapets and battlements, and the walk upon the
summit is beautiful. The entrance is by three
gates, the one inside the other, and richly or
namented with figures and basso relievos. The
second or centre gate, is of magnificent size
and workmanship, with frieze, cornices, and all
the ornaments which mark the pure age of arch
itecture ; and is in a perfect state of preserva
tion. There is an inscription on the frieze over
the gate, intimating its erection by the Emper
or Hadrian. The whole exterior is imposing,
and would plainly tell the most indifferent ob
server that he was in the neighborhood of one
of the largest cities. The traveller would won
der on his approach to this spot, at the circum
stance of meeting none of the inhabitants of
this great city without its gates. But this won
der would be changed to amazement, when, on
entering its walls, he finds neither street, nor
house, nor inhabitant, nor even the remains of
either of them ! The whole enclosure is one
vast solitude ! Of all the splendid palaces,
marble fountains, paved courts, magnificent am
phitheatres, temples, baths, and innumerable
dwellings which once filled this great and pop
ulous city,not a vestige remains. The only trace
of any buildings having existed within this
large space, are the walls of the Greek chapel
yet remaining, covered with tracery in Mosaic
and Greek inscriptions and figures, worked like
embroidery, in small square stones. There is
also a spot on which some fragments of a large
building yet remain, which is said to have been
the palace of Constantine. From the fragments
which yet strew the spot, little doubt can be
entertained of these being the remains of this
celebrated palace. Here met these holy men
of Christendom—the illustrious disciples of the
daintcJ dead ; and though their declaration of
faith, their creed yet remains, their bones whit
en every land, their very names are lost, and the
magnificent and ifme-defying palace in which
they assembled has now crumbled to its native
dust. Nay, even the vast and populous city in
which they met has been swept away with a be
som of destruction from the face of the earth.
The moral is a striking one, and language of
mine would do it injustice:
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he might be permitted to depart this life on the Lord’sdaj. That the same day that saw his Saviour rise trium

»It will be seen below that there were four Bishops offi
ciating as pall bearers assisted by two presbyters.
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ranged with great propriety and fitness,under the direction
of a committee of the vestry, for the solemnities of the oc.
casion, and was hung with the sable habiliments of wo.—
The coffin was covered with a black pall, thrown over a
white linen covering. As the bearers proceeded up the
aisle, the clear and solemn tones of the officiating clergy
man, the Rev, Mr. Sheets, were heard, uttering the sublime
language of the preparatory burial service.
The services in the Church were conducted by the Rev.
Dr. Delancey, with the exception of the announcing of
the hymns, which was done by the Rev. Mr. James.
A sermon was preached by the Rt. Rev. H. U. Onderdonk from the 1st chap, of Job. 8th verse:—“Hast thou
considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in
the earth, a perfect and an upright man, one that feareth
God and escheweth evil!”
After the sermon was delivered, the procession proceed
ed to the family vault, of the Bishop, in the grave yard ad
joining the Church, where the body of the lamented pa
triarch was returned “earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to
dust,” to slumber till the morning of the resurrection.__
The service at the grave was performed by the Rev. Mr
James, assistant minister of the Church.
When the body was deposited in its last resting place on
earth, a solemn stillness pervaded the assembled multitude*
as if the silence of the grave had settled upon the lips of
the by-standers, which was undisturbed save by the heavy
groan and stifled sobbing of those who had long been accus
tomed to look up to this venerable man as a counsellor and
father. As soon as the procession had left the church-yard
it was thronged by the eager multitude who had been de
tained outside the yard during the performance of the sol
emn obsequies.
THE DEMISE OF BISHOP WHITE.

midst of surrounding excitement. The attitude calendar months since his suspension, and cogent reasons but to teach; not to derive ideas from the words, but to more seriously than a volume written to prove that religion
which Bishop White then assumed he has ever for further proceedings appearing from the facts alledged in force ideas upon them. Instead of “trusting the Lord ought thus to support us.
since maintained; and thus during the rapid his presentment and the documentary evidence accompany with all our heart,” we “lean to our own understandings,
On the 2d inst. Mrs. Mary Ann Caffee of this parish
growth of our Church, for the last half centu ing them, has been, by act of the Bishop of this diocese, and the result is pretty much the same as if we had no “was gathered unto her people” so evidently “in the en
ry, in strength and numbers, he has proved to dated July 22nd 1836, degraded from the office of the minis revelation. On the contrary, if we believe that those mes joyment of a reasonable, religious and holy hope,” as to
us a centre of union, binding together all, how try,
sengers from God, whose writings we possess, “spake as make every stander-by wisli to die the tlea^jfeof the right
ever diverse in their views of polity and doc
they were moved by the Holy Ghost,” and “not in the eous and to have his last end like hers. She had been but
trine, by common sentiments of deference for
RENUNCIATION OF UNITARIANISM.
words which man’s wisdom teachcth, but which the Holy about two years a professor of religion and nothing mate
his opinion,attachment to his person, and ven
The last London Christian Remembrancer contains an Ghost teacheth;” then it may be expected that we shalj rial bad mark»d her course, but during her very protracted
eration for the sterling w’orth and primitive account of Rev. Mr. Ketley’s renunciation of the errors of reeeive the Scriptures as indeed a revelation, and believin
illness her advancement in holy things was rapid, conspicu
beauty of his character. To him, as the vener Socinus. It was effected chiefly through the instrumen
that “the foolishness of God is wiser than men,” we slial* ous and entirely satisfactory. For many of her last days,
ated patriarch, have the fathers of our spir tality of Rev. Mr. Butler, Curate of St. Margaret’s, Ips
itual Israel repaired for counsel while all the wich. The statement made by both is highly interesting, receive the divine testimony in the exercise of a simple though racked with intense bodily suffering, her mind was
members of our widely spread communion have evincing just that kind of spirit which a Christian would faith, and a childlike docility of spirit—we shall “become eminently peaceful arid happy. She was constantly ani
harmoniously looked up to him with an unaffect wish to see at the bottom of such a change—a spirit of as little children.” A want of these high views of the in mated and collected when talking of, or hearing about, her
spiration of scripture characterized the creed of Mr. Ket dear Redeemer in whom she had put her entire confidence.
ed filial regard. As the life of Bishop White meekness, and holy reverence.
Her regret was, (I use nearly
has been connected with the chief transactions
ley, while a Socinian ; but he happily discovered his error. Prayer was her delight.
The parties had had many long interviews, each hoping
her own words) “ Oh ! that I had been a Christian earlier!
of out Church, so in this respect, his death will
We give his own words.
bean epoch in her history. But we forbear to to gain the other over to his own views, till at length Mr.
Bear with me (continues Mr. Ketley) as I proceed to Oh ! that I had earlier gone to the blessed Jesus_ not that
enlarge. May the memory of his example never Ketley seeing that the opinions of Mr. Butler were not disclose to you my present state of mind. I more than I have the least doubt of my acceptance at, as it were the
be lost? May the union, which it has been the only convictions of his mind, hut his life and hope also—his suspect, or I would make no public confession, I feel con ‘eleventh hour,’ but had I earlier gone to Christ I might
vinced, and it is with becoming humility and sorrow that I
labor of his life to form and to cherish,be irrevo all in all, he gave up all hopes of changing his opinions, state
it—I feel convinced that I have leaned too much to have done something for him who has done so much for
and
confined
himself
to
the
defence
of
his
own.
Thus
did
cably sealed and indissolubly cemented by his
my own understanding, when I have gone to the inspired me—not that I should thereby have merited any thing—
they
continue
their
private
conferences
laboring
apparently
death!
writings; that I have formed a most erroneous and danger but that I might have glorified him who was not asliamed
The sentiment of affectionate admiration for in vain; but at length an impression was made on Mr. ous view of their amount of inspiration; believing it to he of me. Now I have done nothing ' nothing !” ■
in
that low sense which, as it now forcibly strikes me, not
the character of our venerable senior bishop has Ketley; and how? The circumstances are worthy of se
When utterance was almost gone, and her tongue about
tends to lessen their value, and diminish their author
not been confined to the members of our own rious attention, going to show what usually lies at the root only
ity as a rule of faith, but necessarily produces that effect. to be silent foreyer, she was asked if her confidence was yet
communion. None, of whatever name, could of this dreadful heresy, and how it is best healed. We Under the influence of these two principles I see most unshaken, she replied that it was, and then, with all the
clearly that I have made the teachings of revelation to co
fail to love and respect the divine of treasured give Mr. Butler’s words.
incide with what appeared to me rational views; without distinctness her already palsied tongue could give to the
wisdom, the minister of pure charity and doveThis subject I invariably endeavoured to consider with suspecting, what, after careful thought on tile subject, will words, added “not a doubt. ” ■
like simplicity, the citizen of approved patriot- him as one involving his own eternal interest, about which appear very evident, that this is a most fatal principle, and
As has often been my custom when writing for your
ism-j- and constant fidelity,J the man of urbane I avow that I felt a more than ordinary solicitude from that, while it has the appearance of being reasonable, is the
paper,
1 leave reflections to others.
Facts.
the
moment
when
I
dared
to
hope
I
might
be
employed
manners, unruffled equanimity, and unsullied
reverse, and so far from securing rational interpretation,
Trinity Parish, Newark, July 1836.
purity of life.$ Few persons, it is believed, in promoting it—a solicitude which augmented as my ac renders it impossible. Why do these effects flow from the
with him proceeded, from causes which you, first principle? Because if we resolve to believe nothing
have possessed, to a greater extent, the affec quaintance
jDSSCD,
who have known him, will readily conjecture. The first implicitly—nothing but what we think to be reasonable,
tions of the community at large. On the an day on which I can now, in looking back, discern any im what chance have we for understanding the revealed will of August 1st, Stanley Henshaw, infant son of the Rev.
nouncement of his death in his native city, a pression made upon his mind (an impression he did not God? IIow can we make the divine word the man of our C. W Fitch.
deep gloom, as might be expected, pervaded himself become aware of unti 1 long after) was the third of counsel ?
1835—a day never to be forgotten by me. I
all classes of citizens; and it was understood, as April,
SUMMARY.
watched by the bedside of my dying wife—you will not
if by common consent, that on the day of his deem me impertinent, if I yield to the impulse that prompts
The Late Dr. Rice of Virginia.—On his death bed,
funeral there should be a general suspension of me here to pay one tribute to her memory, and record a Dr. Rice, Professor of Christian Theology in the Presby
Prom Florida.—The Charleston Courier, of July 4, has
business.(J In our next paper we shall doubt better was never formed by God, or lost by man. I terian Theological Seminary of Virginia, “dictated an news from Florida, by, the steam packet Dolphin, Captain
by her dying-bed—a storm unusual at that season
less be able to lay before our readers further watched
Pennoyer,
on the previous evening from St. Augus
aged, unheeded by her; the thunder roared and the rain overture to the General Assembly, to be offered at their tine, via St.arrived
Mary’s, which gives the subjoined painful in
particulars in relation to the last illness and ob descended in torrents.
next session, by which it was proposed that the Assembly
telligence.
sequies of one on whose bright example they will
“Without was nature’s elemental din,
should solemnly declare that the Presbyterian Church in
Lieut. Col. Julius F. Heileman, of the 2d regiment U.
And beauty died, and friendship wept within.”
long delight to dwell.
the United States is a Missionary Society, whose object is States Artillery, commanding the posts west of the St.
A servant announced that Mr. Ketley was in the house.
We cannot close our brief notice of this me
John
’s, died at Fort Drane on the 27th of June. It will
I declined seeing him. “Go,” said the dying—“go to to aid in the conversion of the world; and that every mem be remembered
that Col. Heileman was promoted a week
morable event without expressing our thank him,
Piers; you may be of use to him.” On seeing my ber of the Church is a member for life of the Society and or two since for his gallant conduct in defeating the In
fulness to Almighty God for having permitted friend, I said to him, “I feel incapable of entering into ar bound to do all in his power to accomplish the object.”
dians at Micanopy—one of the boldest achievements of the
us to enjoy the counsels and services of the ill gument with you now—but let us read together a portion
In less than four years after, the same view of the nature war.
ustrious deceased during a season in which they of the Bible.” He consented. I chose the third chapter
Lieut. D. S. Herring, of the U. S. A., died at St. Au
the Epistle to the Romans; and read, briefly comment and duty of the Church arose simultaneously in the minds gustine on the 23d ult. of a fever contracted in the late cam
have been peculiarly needed, and invoking the of
ing as I proceeded. In answer to some remarks I made on of several leading Episcopal clergy and the Episcopal paign.
manifold blessings of the great Head of the the term “propitiation,” he contended that the word in the
From the garrison at St. John's we have the most disas
Church on the new era which is now opeued original, being the same by which the mercy-seat is denom Church of the United States by its General Convention'
accounts— of 240 men, 130 were sick, among whom
before us. May the bishops and pastors of our inated, merely implied the manifestation of divine mercy declared herself a Missionary Society and every member of trous
were
5 officers out of 10.
Jesus Christ without any rerercr.ee to Atonement ; and that Church a member for life of a Missionary Societj
Church, and all other members of the same, be by
At the post at Gregory’s Ferry, there were near fifty fa
that nothing was mentioned of his blood. I repeated the
impressed with a deeper sense of their respon words which had escapedhis attention, “through faith in instituted by the Lord himself, and bound to do all in his milies from the interior—all sickly, and from two to four
dying
daily from chills, fevers and the measles.
power
for
the
conversion
of
the
world,
by
means
of
its
sibilities, and directed with wisdom, and endued his blood.” When leaving me, “I am convinced,” he said
The buildings at Fort King, which had been abandoned,
>
with strength from above to fulfil the glorious “no man in your present situation could make the effort agency.
have since been burned by the Indians.
destinies which divine Providence has reserved you have made in conversing with me to-day, without a
genuine desire of my spiritual benefit; and whatever con
Bishop White was the early and fast friend of the Sun . More Emigrants.—The steerage passage of over 30,000
for the Church of the western world!
clusion I may come to respecting the subject of our con
persons, it is said, has been paid to different agents in Eng

The event so Jong dreaded but graciously
averted, has at length occured. On Sunday
last, At a quarter before twelve o’clock A. M.
the mild and venerable Bishop White expired
in his native city, in the ninetieth* year of
his age, and the fiftieth* of his episcopal con
secration. We have as yet learned no particu
lars of the closing scene, except that the last
moments of the venerable man were marked by
the same peaceful serenity by which he had
been distinguished during his long and eventful
life. Full of years, full of honors won in the
service of his divine Master, with a piety bright
and an intellect unimpaired to the last, he has
thus been gathered to bis fathers, to enjoy in
heaven, as we humbly trust, the triumphs of
that celestial faith which on earth he has so no
bly advocated, so hcnignantly exemplified.
Bishop White was born in Philadelphia,
April 4, 1747.* Ilis father, Colonel Thomas
White, was a native of London, who came to
Maryland in early life, and there engaged in the
successful practice of the law. At the early
age of fourteen his thoughts were directed to
the ministry. At the age of eighteen he grad
f “He was a sound Whig," says the United States Ga
uated in the university of Philadelphia. Hav zette, “in political principles at the time when the profession
of
principles involved important considerations. He
ing prosecuted his theological studies for a pe wassuch
a long time the chaplain of Congress, and when
riod of five years, he embarked for England in that for
body, to avoid the victorious British, removed from one
the year 1770, with the usual letters to the Di place to another, Dr. White shared in its removals and its
shop of London, and was ordained Deacon by perils.”
I “Bishop White was remarkable,” says the same Jour
Dr. Young, Bishop of Norwich. After an in
nal, “in his long life for the faithful discharge of all his
terval of two years, in which time he had ac duties
as a citizen not less Ilian tbv.. of a aloi-gyman: and
cess to the society ot many of the most illus if neither heat nor cold prevented his appearance in the sa
trious men of the age, among whom may be cred desk, so also the mutations of weather were equally
mentioned Dr. Kennicott, Dr. Lowth, Oliver inoperative to keep him from the ballot box —from pub
meetings or religious or philanthropic occasions—or even
Goldsmith,and Dr. Samuel Johnson, he was ad lic
from a scene of conflagration while ho had strength to be of
mitted to Priests’ Orders, and on his return to service to his fellow men.”
Philadelphia was soon settled as an assistant
§ We have endeavored to compress our remarks as much
minister in the Parish of Christ Church and St. as possible, but cannot refrain from again quoting, for the
purpose
of illustration, the appropiate obituary notice just
Peter’s. On the 4th of February, 1787, he was mentioned.
“The majestic form of the deceased was seen
consecrated bishop in the chapel of the archi- until a short—time
before his death, in our streets, with grat
episcopal palace at Lambeth, by the most Rev. ification by every citizen; and the respectful salutations of
John Moore, Archbishop of Canterbury, assist all that addressed him showed how general and how
ed by Dr. Markham, Archbishop of York, and deep was the respect which his long life of pious usefulness
”
by Bishops Moss and Hinchliffe. Since this hadII inspired.
National Gazette.
time he has continued to reside in Philadelphia
in the uninterrupted discharge of his pastoral
At a meeting of the Bishop and Standing Committee of
and episcopal duties. Among these, it may be
the
Diocese of Ohio, held at Gambier on the 1st day of
mentioned as a fact of peculiar interest that he
has consecrated all the Bishops of our Church August, 1836, the following preamble and resolutions were
who have received consecration in this country adopted.
Whereas it has pleased the divine Head and Chief Shep
except the first and the last; the first, Bishop
Claggett, of Maryland, having been consecrat herd of the Church to remove from his earthly labours to
ed by Bishop Provoost, of New-York, Bishop his heavenly rcstl our beloved and venerated Presiding
White however being present and assisting; and Bishop, the Rt. Rev. WILLIAM WHITE D. D. under
the last, Bishop M’Coskry, of Michigan, having whose wise counsels and eminent example, the Protestant
been consecrated since the confinement of Bi Episcopal Church of these United Slates has been so deep
sop White by the illness which has terminated ly indebted to the Giver of every good and perfect gift;
in his death.
Therefore,Resolved that in consequence of the peculiarly
This bereavment has been so long anticipat interesting and important connexion between the life of
ed, and the mind of the Church has been so Bishop White and the history of the Church in these Unit"
gradually prepared for it, that it cannot be ex cd States, from its first organization as an independent
pected to produce the general consternation church to its present period of establishment and prosperi
which is consequent upon a sudden and unex ty, every diocese having shared most richly in his wisdom,
pected calamity. It is, however, in many points and, with only one excep tion, having received its Bishop
of view the most important, as well as the most *rom the laying on of his hands; the death of that aged ser
painfully interesting event which has happened vant of Christ and father in the Church should be regarded
in our Church, since its organization, and can as a bereavement in which all our dioceses are peculiarly
not fail to awaken, throughout the length and concerned, and in regard to which it is our earn
breadth of our communion, a sentiment of pro est desire that the diocese of Ohio should not be wan
found and unaffected grief. The life of Bishop ting in suitable expressions of deep feeling for its loss
White has been interwoven with the history of and most affectionate veneration for the memory of the de.
our Church ; and his agency in its early organ
ization, and in assisting under the Divine super ceased.
Resolved, That this. Committee entertains a most grateful
intendence, to guide it through its mournful
vicissitudes to its present state of elevation and sense of the manifold goodness of God to the Pro
prosperity is too well known to need repetition. testant Episcopal Church in these United States, in hav; raised up, to be underHim,her chief guide and counsel
At the close of the Revolutionary war, when the
members of our Church were comparatively lor in the days of her infancy and throughout all the
few in number and like sheep without a shep perils and trials of her growth ; and in having preserved,
herd, scattered and dismayed, his energy was as a Father to all her children, a shepherd to all her Pastors,
put forth to rally them to action, and to encour a pattern and Patriarch to all her Bishops,through so manyage them to the discharge of the important du years of a most unblemished and eventful life, one, whose
ties growing out of their new and critical situa judgment was enlightened by learning so extensive and
tion. Through the confidence which his bre whose learning was in the employ of a judgment so wise .
thren reposed in him, arid the distinguishing fa whose moderation was known unto all,while his decision and
vor of Providence, he became the connecting firmness in every step of duty, his intrepidity and consisten
link of the golden chain which hinds the Church cy, in all opinions and proceedings, were equally manifest;
of the New World to the catholic Church of a Bishop so pure in heart, as to seem incapable of a sinister
the eastern hemisphere, and of past ages. Af
ter the episcopacy was obtained, while a dark motive, or a party feeling or a selfish consideration in his
cloud was still impending, and there was danger great office, and so catholic in spirit that while most beloved
that differences of religious opinion, aggravated and venerated within the pale of his own Church, all
by political animosities, might lead to the or denominations of Christians united to do him reverence.
Resolved, That as an expression of wbat we are
ganization of the Church in sectional divisions,
the moderate views and conciliatory temper of confident is the feeling of the whole Diocese in regard
Bishop White were mainly instrumental in pro to the memory of Bishop White, a copy of the above reso
curing the adoption of a common constitution, lutions be sent, with the respectful consideration of the
and thus exhibiting the American portion of the Bishop and Standing Committee of Ohio, to the family of
Church to the world as one body. In this, as the deceased.
in every other crisis of his life the native sereni
Resolved, That these Resolutions be published in the
ty and philosophic calmness of his mind raised Gambier Observer.
him above the mists of passion, and preserved
him on the poise of a perfect equanimity in the
George Montgomery West.—George Montgomery-

versation, your motives I shall ever appreciate as I ought.”
From that time his manner became more serious in our dis
cussion, and he appeared to defer more to the au thority of
Scripture.
From this beginning Mr. Ketley proceeded, till he fully
embraced “the faith once delivered to the saints,” during
ttie whole period of his enquiries studying most diligently,
often reading at the rate of ten hours a day; and when his
mind was at length made up, he conferred not a moment
with flesh and blood, Lnt openly in nis uwn pulpit and
to his own people announced the total change of his sen
timents. Nor sentiments only: his feelings appear to have
been as effectually wrought upon as his opinions; he seems
to have received the truth, as applied by the spirit, and in
the love thereof. On this subject be speaks thus in bis
address to liis people:—
You ask, and it is no impertinent curiosity that prompts
the question, whence this change in me, who some fourteen
years ago published in the “Christian Reformer” a state
ment of my conversion to Unitarianism, and in subsequent
Dialogues, embodied the substance of real conversations
under fictitious names ? Do you ask whence this change?
and with the look of positive incredulity,though there are no
apparent, as Iknow there exists no real proof of insinceritydo you say how can these things be, and the man be in so
ber mind, and under the influence of pure, unsullied mo
tive? I answer you, and with all sincerity, with no reserve
as under the all-seeing eye, against which I dare not sin—
I answer you, as 1 shall at the tribunal of Heaven, where
you and I must abide and stand the day of His coming,
whose brightness, even when veiled by humanity, is above
the splendour of the sun, and whose eye shall penetrate
through all the folds of sophistry and self-imposition to the
hidden motives of you. and me:—I answer you with a deep
and thrilling sense of the responsibility that attaches to
me not only on the ground of sincerity, in which I stand
“thrice-armed and triple-proof,” but also on the ground of
faithfulness; I answer you, and I charge you in the pres
ence of Him who is the judge of quick and dead, that
you listen to my answer, and that you despise not its import.
I attribute my change of sentiment to the effectual operation
of the Divine Spirit, producing conviction in me, not in a
miraculous way, but in the way in which he usually in.
flucnces believers; proofs of which millions of Christians
have within them, agreeably with the doctrine that is as
sound in philosphy as it is clear in the religion ot the gos
pel, that God is the prime mover in the spiritual as in the
physical world; since Paul may plant and Apollos wa
ter, but God alone giveth the increase.—
From this whole transaction some important lessons may
be gathered. One is in relation to the mode of dealing
with those who deny the doctrine of the Trinity. Mr.
Butler did not indulge his disciple by arguing abstractly
on the depths of the divine nature, and of the mode of di
vine existence; he preferred to view this great doctrine
practically, and to occupy himself and his enquirer with
the “important question—the scheme of salvation.” This
we believe to be the true method in most cases of the kind.
Any other flatters pride of intellect, and leads the parties
concerned to fall unconsciously into the notion that the
whole subject is a mere speculation. We may safely say
that there is not a subject proposed to us in the Bible as a
subject of mere speculation. The remark is especially
true with regard to the divine nature. God never reveals
himself to us to furnish a subject to whet our intellects—
He unveils his mysterious majesty to our weak vision, only
that in the light thereof we may see and feel our own weak
ness, ignorance, insignificance and sin. We may always
regard it as a fundamental principle that into this Holy of
Holies above all, wc never should have been conducted, ex
cept in order that we might fall down before the mercyseat
as sinners, and adoring, cry like the prophet “wo is me
for I am undone, for I am a man of unclean lips and dwell
in the midst of a people of unclean lips, for mine eyes have
seen the King the Lord ofhosts.”—He that acts in the spi
rit of this remark in dealing with the deniers of our Lord’
is alone likely to meet with success, and his success alone
is likely to be spiritually profitable to the man whom he
may turn from the error of his ways. So did Mr, ButLr.
Another lessott is on the importance of maintaining the
plenary inspiration of the Scriptures. A departure from
strictness here opens the door for unbounded rational
ism, so called. Low views here render the Oracles of God
jn effect, what the oracles of the heathen ] deities were in
West, recently suspended from the Ministry for contumacy nature, indeterminateness and ambiguity. We do not in
• In the statement of dates we have followed the memoir by the ecolesiastical authority of tlia diocese of Ohio, hav such case, ask, “What saith the Lord?” but “what must
of Bishop White in the National Portrait Gallery, which
ing failed to tender himself ready for trial, during the three the Lord have said ?” We go to the Bible, not to learn
was compiled, we believe by a clergyman of this city.

day School cause. His name, says the Sunday School
Journal, is connected with the earliest proceedings in be
half of Sunday-schools in this country. On the 19th of
December, 1790, nine gentlemen met for the purpose
of taking into consideration the establishment of Sun
day-schools in Philadelphia. Of this meeting Bishop
White was chairman. Bishop White, Dr. Rush, and Mr.
Peter Thomson were appointed to report a constitution
for a society for that purpose, who reported on the 26th of
tho same month, when the society was organized under tlie
title of “The Society for the Institution and support of
First-Day or Sunday-schools in the city of Philadelphi a,
and the district of Southwark and the Northern Liberties.”
The principles of the society were strictly those of Chris
tian union. Bishop White was the first signer of the con
stitution, and was elected President of the society. He
was annually re-elected to the office until the present time
—a period of forty five years. In 1791 he signed on be
half of the society an appeal to the legislature, praying them
to establish free schools throughout the commonwealth, and
asking that provision should be made for the support of the
Sunday-schools established by the society. In 1794 he
served with Dr. Say and Mr. Thomson as a committee to
procure a charter from the Supreme court, which was
granted in 1796. In 1804 he signed an address to the pub
lic setting forth the benefits of the institution and soliciting
aid.
Since the extension of the Sunday-school system and
the disuse of the plan of hiring teachers, this society has
limited its operations to the granting of donations to needy
schools in the city and suburbs. But though the Presiden
cy of the society became a mere honorary office, Bishop
White never lost his interest in the system and suffered his
name to stand at the head of the old organization to the
last. He attended the stated meetings of the society until
within two or three years.
REPORT OF SCHOLARSHIP & DELINQUEN
CIES
of the Students of Kenyon College and Preparatory Schools
from July 22nd, 1836.
SCHOLARSHIP.

AS 33, CS 28, AU 28, BU 30, NH 32, KH 29, KE 32,
DS 28, ES 30, AD 29, CB 30, CU 30, FS —, DU 20,
GS 39, NE 35, IG 38, FC 26, VD 30, EU 33, FIT 28,
GU 26, HS 30, BH 28, AB 39, NG 24, IS 30, JS 30,
IIU 35, IU 30, KA 28, MH 32, LD 29, KU 25, LS 32,
LU 39, MU 31, NU 30, MS 30, MF 33, KE 29, HF 39,
ME 33, FA 31, NS 29, OU 39, PU 25, QU 30, IC 34,
LE 34, OS 28, RU 29, PS 32, BF 32, KD 29, CH 27,
VE 35, SU 30, TU 28, LF 34, IE 38, QS 31, MG 34,
KF 35, MA 36, TS 29, US 33, FE 15, KG 27, MC 23,
VU 29, WS 32, FH 34. FB 37, LII 34, WU 35, XU 35,
AC 25, DG 38, CF 35, JH 32, ZS 39, YS 28, YU 25,
BT 20, AG 31, CD 28, IF 30, AT 30, ZU 30, CT 30,
LT 30, KT 31, JT 30, AV 30, BV 32, HT 25, ET 39,
FT 28, GG 39, BA 32, GT 32, ZT 24, IT 28, CV 38,
DV 38, MT 30, NT 22, OT 25, GC 34, CG 32, BD 29,
SB 25, FV 25, HV 20, RT 28, ST 38, IV 29, JV 25,
QT 35, RV 38, LV 29, WT 38, MV 29, UT 20, FD 22,
VB 29, VT 30, YT 35, XS 31, NV 28, OV 30, PV 35,
TA 24, SA 37, NC 37, QV 29, RV 25, SV 27, TV —,
UV —. XT 28, KS 30, vUJ 30, FK 37, AK 28, DL 20,
BK 38, CK 30, BL 37, DK 31, FL 12, HM 24, EK 37,
TK 32, GK 15, IIK 30,«AN 26, LK 25, MK 20, KO 38,
NK 28, AP 40, OK 37, BO 35, MP 27, BR 28, DP 40,
PK 34, FP 20, OL 30, QL 37, RIC 28, SK 37, BM 40,
TK 30, CM 23, DM 20, WK 37. XI<30, YK 23, FN 30,
PL 25, VK 35, KK 35, LL 32, MM 32, NN 32, OO 30,
PP 29.
DELINQUENCIES.

AS 9, CS 5, AU 24, BU 14, DS 24, ES 14, CU 18,
FS 3, DU 8, GS 4, EU 11, FU 3, GU 1, HS 18, IS 5,
JS 5, HU 6, IU 5, KS 4, JU0, KU 2, LS 7, LU 0, MU
11, NU21, MS 2, NS 9, OU 2, PU 4, QU 11, OS9, KH
4, HE 12, AD 15, CB 11, NE 8, FC 8, RU 4, PS 8, SU
8, TU 11, QS 2, TS 13, US 10, VU 10, WS 4, WU 13,
XU 3, ZS 1, BH 11, NG 16, KA 16, MH 30, LD 5, KE
30, HF 33, ME 8, FA 8, IC 8, BF 38, KD 18, VE 24,
LF 14, YS 17, YU 5, BT 14, AT 18, ZU 4, CT 3, LT
13,RT 15, JT 5, AV 7, BV 3, HT 5, ET 7, FT 3, GT
11, ZT 19, IT 6, CV 1, DV 1, MT 7, NT 10, OT 29,
MG 11, MA 25, FE 12, KG 24, MC 24, FB 4, LH 11
AC 4, DG 7, FV 1, HV 6, RT 18, ST 3, IV 7, JV 4,
QT 5, KV 2, LV 3, WT 6, MV 4, UT 1, IH 32, NG 19
CD 23, IF 3, VT 6, YT 5, XS 0, NV 2, OV 6, GG 14,
BA 9, GC 20, CG 8, BD 11, LB 92, PV 10, QV 1, RV
5, SV 0, TV 0, UV 0, XT 0, FD 3, VB 9, TA 3, SA 8,
NC 12, FK 6, AK 16, BK 4, HM 24, GK 15, AN 4, LK
20, MK 15, KO 4, OK 20, BO 4, MP 12, BR50, OL 30,
QL 15, RK 15, BM 4, CM 50, DM 60, FN 35, MM 15,
NN 20, OO 8.

OBITUARY.
Death as exhibited in the departure of Mrs. Mary Ann
Catfkk of Trinity Parish, Newark.— A simple statement
of facts is often of more force than the most elaborate ar
gument. The Jact that a hope in Christ has aupported one
of our friends in the hour of death, will often affect us

land, Ireland, and Scotland, for persons to leave there for
America prior to July—most of whom will arrrive at this
port. From the best calculations we can make, there will
be from 70,000 to 100,000 emigrants arrive here between
the months of May and November inclusive.—New York
Observer.

George Wolf, of Pennsylvania, is appointed to be first
Comptroller of the Treasury of the United States, in the
place of Joseph Anderson, resigned—to take effect on the
1st day of July, 1836, and Robert W. Wells, of Missouri
to be Judge of the United States, for the District of Mis
souri, in the place of James H. Peck, deceased.
Surveying and Exploring Expedition to the Pacific Ocean
and South Seas.—We learn that the President has given
orders to have the exploring vessel fitted out, with the least
possible delay. The appropriation made by Congress was
ample to ensure all the great objects contemplated by the
expedition, and the Executive is determined that nothing
shall be wanting to render the expedition in every respect
worthy the character and great commercial resources of
the country.
The frigate Macedonian, now undergoing thorough repairs at Norfolk, two brigs of two hundred tons each, one
or more tenders, and a store ship of competent dimensions,
is, we understand, the force-agreed upon, and to be put in
a state of immediate preparation.
Captain Thomas Ap. C. Jones, an officer possessing ma
ny high qualities for such a service has been appointed to
the command; and officers for the other vessels will be im
mediately selected.
Thp Macedonian has been chosen instead of a sloop of
war, on account of the increased accommodations she will
afford the scientific corps, a department the President has
determined shall he complete in its organization; including
the ablest men that can be procured,so that nothing with
in the whole range ofevery department of natural history
and philosophy shall be omitted.
Not only on this account has the frigate been selected,
but also for the purpose of a more extended protection of
our whalemen and traders; and lo impress on the
minds of the natives a just conception of our character,
power, and policy. The frequent disturbances and mas
sacres committed on our seamen by the natives inhabiting
the Islands in those distantseas, inake this measure a dic
tate of humanity.
We understand also, that to J. N. Reynolds, Esq. the
President has given the appointment of Corresponding Se
cretary to the expedition. Between this gentleman and
Captain Jones there is the most friendly feeling and har
mony of action. The cordiality they entertain for each
other, we trust, will be felt by all, whether citizen or officer
who shall be so fortunate as to be connected with the ex
pedition.— Globe.
jEmigralion.—There arrived at Quebec from the 18th to
the 28th June, 3084 emigrants, of which 2000 were from
Ireland, 1024 from England, 44 from Scotland, and 6
from the lower ports. Including these, there have already
arrived, 16,027 persons, being an increase of 9,376 in the
number of emigrants to the same date last years.
FOREIGN.

By an arrival at this port, London and Paris papers have
been received to the 11th of June.
It had been publicly announced that the Princess Vic
toria, heiress of the British crown, had made choice of the
eldest son ot the Duke of Saxe Cobourg, for her future
husband, the prince of Orange, who had formally applied
for her hand’ having been rejected.
The Lord’s amendments to the Irish Corporation Re
form Bill, were rejected in the House of Commons, June
10th by a majority of 86. The votes were 324 to 238.—
The announcement ot the majority, being an increase of
14 upon the majority which carried the original bill, was
received with loud cheers.
It is stated that the English cabinet had resolved to oc
cupy all the accessible points on the coast of Biscay.
In a discussion which took place in the French Cham
ber of Deputies, June 9th, the President of the Council
said it was the intention of the French government to per
severe in its efforts to retain the French possessions in Afri
ca. He remarked that if France should abandon Algiers,
“the coast of Africa would immediately he occupied by
some other great maritime power—by England,the United
States,or Russia—or else would become the prey of pirates
who would seriously injure the French trade in the Medi
terranean.”
The splendid Gothic Cathedral at Chartres, France, has
been nearly destroyed by fire, The nave is preserved in all
its grandeur, nor have the fine painted windows suffered.
From Spain we learn that the new ministry at Madrid
continue in office and have convoked the Cortes for the
20th of August, to be elected in accordance with the new
project as amended by the Chamber and commission__
Cordova, the commander-in-chief, has been summoned to
Madrid. He retreated to Vittoria after having destroyed
all the enemy’s entrenchments, &c., as far as he had hither
to advanced, The general left in command has orders not
to leave Vittoria. The Carlists. 10 battalion strong,attack
ed the Queen’s lines near St. Sebastain about the 14th, of
June, but were repulsed with the loss of 300 men.—NewYork Observer.
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POETRY
CHOICE OF SEASONS.
Who loves not Spring’s voluptuous hours.
The carnival of birds and flowers
Yet ivhp would choose,
ThaWing should revel all the yea.?

Who loves not Summer’s splendid reign,
The bridal of the earth and main?
who would choose, however bright,
A dog-day noon without a night?
Who loves not Autumn’s joyous round,
When corn, and wine, and oil abound!
Yet who would choose, however gay,
A year of unrenewed decay?
Who loves not Winter’s awful form?
The sphere-born music of the storm?
Yet who would choose, how grand soever,
The shortest day to last for ever?
Montgomery.
Yet

From the Presbyterian.
MY CHILD.

And hast thou left me love,
My own sweet rose,
To join the blest above,
Beyond earth’s throes?
And shall thy smiles no more
Their soothing sweetness fling,
Like Eden sunshine o’er
My sorrowing?
I have no place of rest,
For thou art fled ;
The ice is on my breast—

My love is dead;
The chords about my heart
Are shaken—crushed—and sore;
’Tis bitterness to part
With one so dear.

Farewell! for thou art borne
Beyond my sight,
And I am left to mourn

My heart’s delight ?
But, oh, we’ll meet above,
On that celestial shore.
To dwell in peace and love
For evermore.

JUVENILE.
From the Sabbath School Visiter.
THE LOST TREASURE.

boy, he whispered, ‘Mother, will you stay with
me when I die?’ 1 know not why it was so, but
there was a vague uncertain fear in my breast
that the flame kindled in my heart at the altar
of God, was soon to be quenched. And while
Francis slept I sat by him, and prayed for
strength to meet the heavy affliction. The
morning sun shone brightly into our pleasant
room, but it brought no relief for my fears; and
ere the day passed,Francis was evidently a vic
tim of the same disease which had wasted away
the strength, and checked the life-blood, of
Charles Haven. For a number of days he was
delirious; but even then he manifested the same
patient sweetness which has always character
ized him. Yesterday, as I sat by his bed, he
opened his eyes, and wildly asked, ‘Who is
here?” I bent over him, and in a low tone re
plied, 'Francis—mother is here.’ He fixed his
glazed eyes upon me, and I am sure he knew me
for he put up his thin,emaciated arms; and claspped them round my neck, while he pressed his
burning lips to my cheek. Then sinking back
' on the pillow, he said, ‘Mother, please say, Suf
fer little children.’ I repeated to him the verse.
As I finished it, he whispered, ‘I have heard
that a good many times to-day. Who said it?’
I told him perhaps Jesus had said it to his soul,
j A faint smile passed over his face, and he said
in a stronger tone, ‘Then, Mother, he wants me
to come, and I should love to goto heaven.’
did not reply. How could I? He turned his
head, fixed liis eyes upon me; and sweetly added
‘And when he tells you to come, then I shall
see you in heaven;—and shall you be my moth
er in heaven when we both go there?’ The
sun was setting. I had fastened back the cur
tain, and the soft light now shone peacefully
upon the scene of suffering and death. Francis
turned his eyes upon the window. After a mo
ment’s silence, he said, ‘Mother, read me what
the dying boy said to his mother.’ I knew well
to what he referred, and I instantly read to him
the following verse:—
•Yes, Mother, I loved in the sunshine to play,
And talk with the birds and the blossoms all day.
But sweeter the songs of the spirits on high—
And brighter the glories round God in the sky—
I see them—I hear them—too full is my heart;
My Mother—dear Mother—do let me depart.’

vants ot his mind are more faithful to him than are those of
Mary asked for the rum with a faltering voice, and raging appetite; when they unite to afflict other people to them. Consequently when he hears noises
and
degrade
the
helpless
ones,
whose
happiness
that other people cannot.it is because his organs of sense, or
and as she offered the pail, our young tradesman
looking upon her with mingled contempt and is placed almost entirely in their hands,—then rather his servants of the mind are more perfect and faith
ful than theirs.
pity, said, “What does your mother drink rum is the portion bitter indeed.
On all othersubjects he is rational and intelligent. He
for?” “My mother don’t drink rum, does she,
writes and converses well; and all his excitement grows out
POWER OF CONSCIENCE.
James?” said the rosy little girl: “she says it is
of this difficulty and the abridgement of bis liberty, which
When Wood, who committed suicide a few he believes to be unjust and oppressive. No man would
wicked.” “If it is wicked to drink rum, why
does your father sell it to us?
Mary might weeks since in the gaol at Keene, murdered Ba suspect his insanity if lie were with strangers. All that a
would observe, would be some oddity of character
have replied; but she felt ashamed, and looked ker, both were intoxicated. The merchant who stranger
and singularity of countenance. The sounds and noises
so sad that James was sorry for what he had sold Wood the poison, which excited him to which so much disturb him in other places, he declares he
said. He filled her pail, and tied up the scanty commit the horrid deed, overwhelmed in view does not hear in Worcester; and it is somewhat doubtful
allowance of meal, and Mary, with a heavy of the murder, to which he knew he had been whether he does, as he never betrays any such belief in the
heart, but hasty step, proceeded upon her way. accessary, immediately abandoned the traffic. moments of bis greatest excitement; and the reason proba
is that here he uniformly lives temperately and quietly.
When she reached her dwelling,—and who The other merchant in Sullivan, and the mer bly
The Superintendent of the Hospital, however was not will
needs a description of a drunkard’s dwelling? chant in Nelson, did the same; so that lor ing to hazard an opinion that he would be safe at large,
— her mother met her at the door, and, hastily months no alcohol has been sold in either town. with his impressions and prejudices against some persons
snatching the pail from her hand, drank offits Conscience has prevented the sale. And the in Boston whom he supposes his enemies;or that in case he
chance to be on trial for a felonious assault upon
burning contents. She then took the meal to conscience of the drinker has not been able to should
their persons, there would not be sufficient evidence of in
prepare breakfast, and Mary was sent to gather sleep. They understood what influenced W. to sanity to induce his acquittal on that ground, forany charge
some sticks to kindle the fire. The dough was stab B. through the heart. Said an intemper that might be brought against him in reference to any of
then placed before the smoky, scanty fire, and ate man, in Nelson; who pursued one of his those individuals from whom he conceives he has received
the impatient children hovered around to watch own family with an axe, by which, in his mad so much insult and oppression.
Court, upon a consideration of the case, felt oblig
its progress. Long, however, before it was suffi ness, he stove down a door, “They must expect ed The
to direct that Mr. Davison be remanded. They advis
ciently baked, they snatched it piece by piece drunkards will kill folks as long as they sell rum. ed him also to submit himself to the humane treatment he
away till nothing but the empty tin remained. If they would prevent such work, they must would receive from the officers of the Hospital, assuring
The little boys,with their hunger scarcely sat not sell them rum.” And from that time, as him the Court would at any future time give his case fur
ther consideration, whenever there should appear stronger
isfied, then left the house to loiter as usual in we were recently informed, almost every drun evidences
his release would be beneficial to himself and
the streets, while Mary, as she saw her mother kard in both towns has ceased to drink ardent safe to thethat
public.
becoming every moment more incapable of at spirit. Nothing has done so much for the cause
It is proper to add that the Trusteesof the Hospital have
tending to the wants of her infant, took the poor of temperance in those towns, as the fact, that several times considered Mr. Davison's case, and have uni
little creature into her arms, and in trying to Wood killed Baker, by a dagger which he had formly decided that under existing circumstances he can
not be set free consistently with the rights of those persons
soothe its sufferings, half forgot her own.
made, in cold blood, two years before the hor from whom he thinks he has received injury and injustice,
She had just succeeded in lulling the baby rid deed. Should not the fact, that alcohol oc so
long as his illusion in relation to them remains unbrok
when her father entered. He had been in the casions, in the United States, more than two en.— Worcester Palladium.
meadow picking the cranberries which had murders every week, awaken the conscience of
Value of Jewels.—A mandarin who took pride iu ap
been pieserved during the winter under the every vender and drinker?—New York Obser
pearing most splendidly dressed with a number ofjewels on
snow, and which could now be sold for a few ver.
every part of his body, was accosted by an old Bronze, who
cents a quart. Though once a strong and ac
followed him through several streets, and bowing often to
tive man, so degraded had he become, that few
the ground, thanked him for his jewels. “What does the
persons were willing to employ him: and he re
man mean?” cried the mandarin; “friend I never gave
thee any of my jewels.” “No,” replied the other, “but
sorted to picking cranberries as the only means
SINGULAR CASE OF MONOMANIA.
you
have let me look at them, and that is the only use you
left him of obtaining what his appetite so im
At the late term of the Supreme Court in this town, a
patient of the State Lunatic Hospital, by the name of An can make of them yourself; so there is no difference be
periously demanded.
us, except that you have the trouble of watching
On entering the room and seeing the state his drew C. Davison, was brought into Court on a writ of ha. tween
eorpus granted at his own request, and the Superin- them, and that is an employment I do not want.”—Pres
wife was in, he uttered a loud curse, and at the beas
tendant summoned to show cause of detention. Mr. Da byterian.
same time hade Mary leave the crying child, vison managed his own case, and John C. Park, Esq. of
that his entrance had awakened, put on her Boston, appeared as counsel to oppose the release from con
Hydrophobia. — A person named Biasson, in Hamburg
bonnet, and hasten to the village to sell the cran finement. In the examination, the following facts, sub has just discovered an efficacious and infallible remedy tor
stantially,
appeared
in
evidence
from
the
testimony
of
sev

hydrophobia. It consists in putting the patient in a va
berries, and on her return call at the vellow eral witnesses, principally from Boston.
pour bath of a high temperature. It has been generally
shop.
Mr. Davison claimed to be released on the ground that observed, that persons attacked by the disease never sweat
Mary left the child, put on her bonnet, and he was not liable to the charge of being an insane person ; Mr. Biasson is so fully persuaded of the efficacy of his re
with a trembling heart commenced her walk.— and in support of this position the officers of the institution medy that the intends at the earliest opportunity, to inocu
thathis general conduct, since he has been in Wor late himself with this frightful disease.—Presbyterian.
On her way she met her brothers, and stopped testified
cester, did not indicate insanity; that he was considered do
to tell them, that as their father was then at cile and civil in his deportment—conversed on general to

“Oh mother, I have lost my kite, my beauti
“‘Yes, Mother/said Francis, ‘I do want to
ful pretty kite that papa gave me.”
James’s flushed cheek and quivering lip bore go to God in the sky. Kiss me Mother, and
full testimony to the little trial which was al do not cry/ He soon fell asleep, and at
most enough to break his heart. His mother three this morning, he closed his little hands
was deeply engaged reading a letter which she across his breast, and ceased to breathe.
“When you, my dear sister, have- watched home they had better keep away from the house
had but a few moments before received. James
till her return. She then called from door to
did not notice that the tears were in her blue the flower of your affections fade and die,— door, but at every place her timid inquiry, “Do
eyes, and that the hand in which she held the when you miss the bounding steps, the joyous you want any cranberries here?” met the same
letter trembled. He went to her, and laid his laugh, the winning tone, and know that they chilling answer, “No.”
hand upon her shoulder, and the tears rolled have passed for ever, then will you know the ut
At length wearied out, and fearful that she
down his cheeks. It was but a moment before ter desolation of my heart. My child has gone could not dispose of them at all, she sat down
Mrs. Horton closed the letter, and laid it in her to join the infant throng around the throne of by the road-side and wept bitterly. But the
basket. A deep sigh escaped her, as she put God. I feel that he is happy; and that his fa sun had long passed its meridian, and was grad
her arm around her son, and inquired the cause ther has met and welcomed our lovely boy to ually lowering in the western sky. She must
a world of happiness. But they have left me
of his trouble.
go home; and what would her father say if she
“Why, Mother,” said James, “I was flying alone; and yet, it is well with the child, and I returned with the cranberries unsold? This
my kite, and I saw a white cloud, and it looked trust He who cares for me, will not leave me in she could not do; and she determined to try to
very neai. I ran up the hill, and let the string this hour of trial. My kindest love to little exchange them at the shop for the spirit her fa
out to see how near my little kite could go to James. He will be dearer to my heart for his ther wanted.
the cloud; and while I was looking up. the string affection for Francis.
After waiting some time at the counter till
Your affectionate sister,
“S.”
got out of my hand, and it went away up, and
the wants or tins and that wretched victim were
at last I saw it go round behind the cloud. I
supplied she told her errand and after much
TEMPERANCE.
watched it, and it did not come again; but Mo
hesitation on the part of the shop-keeper, and
ther, it is lost.” Mrs. Horton pressed her boy
much entreaty on her own, the cranberries were
From the Christian Witness.
closer to her heart, as she said, “And so the
exchanged for rum. Mary then rapidly retrac
little treasure papa gave you is gone.”—She THE CRANBERRY MEADOW—foundxd on fact. ed her steps homeward, and with a beating
paused a moment, and then added, “My son, 1
It was a clear morning in April. The ground, heart entered the cottage. Her father was not
have received a letter this afternoon from a dear bushes, and fences, sparkled with their frosty present but her mother was there, and, on in
friend. She says her Father gave her a trea covering. The bare hills and leafless trees quiring where she had been, insisted on Mary’s
sure. She loved it as well—better than you lov looked as if they could not long remain bare giving her the spirit. Mary refused as long as
ed your kite. She held it fast. She thought and leafless, beneath a sky so bright. A robin she dared, for she knew how terrible would be
the string by which she held it was stronger here and there ventured a short, sweet note, the anger of her father, should he find the
than the little string to your kite. She was and earth and sky seemed to rejoice in the smiles quantity diminished on his return. But the mo
thinking how much comfort she should take of the great Creator.
ther, regardless of every thing except the grat
from her treasure; and it went away, far—far
The path that led to the village school was ification of her own appetite, seized the vessel
above the beautiful cloud behind which you trod by happy children whose glowing cheeks from her child, and drank a large portion of its
have lost sight of your pretty kite—and James, and merry voices testified that they partook of contents.
it will not come to her again.”
the general gladness.
It was scarcely swallowed before her husband
The large tears soon dried from James’ cheeks
In the same path, at a distance from a group entered: and enraged at seeing the spirit so
and, as his mother finished speaking, he glanc of neatly dressed and smiling children was a much lessened he reproached first Mary, and
ed his eye first upon her agitated countenance, little girl, whose pale, soiled face, tattered then his wife in the most hitter terms. The
and then upon the letter which lay in her bask dress, and bare feet, bespoke her the child of provoking replies of the latter excited his rage
et. After a moment’s silence, he said, “Mo poverty and vice. She looked upon the laugh almost beyond control: and Mary, fearing for
ther, won’t you read to me about the lady’s ing band before her with a wishful countenance, the safety of herself and brothers, crept with
treasure, and—what was it/Mother?”
and hiding beneath her shawl the small tin pail them into an empty closet, where, with their
“My dear, the letter is from your aunt Emily she carried, lingering by the fence till the chil arms around each other, they remained almost
and your dear little cousin Francis is dead. I dren were out of sight, and then, turning into breathless with alarm, trembling at their father's
will read you the letter.” James looked very another road, proceeded to perform her usual
threats and the fearful screams of their
earnestly and sadly at his mother as she open errand at the yellow shop. The bright, calm loud
mother.
ed the letter, and read;—
morning had no charm for her. Her little heart
At length the discord was hushed, and all
“My Dear Sister,—A mother’s heart only felt none of that lightness and gaiety the hearts was silent except the low groans of the suffer
can appreciate the agonized feelings with which of children feel when nature is beautiful around ing wife and the cries of the helpless babe.—I sit down to write you. Oh, could you take a them. She could not laugh as they laughed: and The children then crept forth from their hiding
seat by my side; you would not ask why my as the sound of their merry voices seemed still place to seek for some food before they laid
heart is full, almost to bursting. The wild hope to linger on her ear, she wondered that she could themselves upon their wretched bed, to forget
which caused my heart to bound bat a few hours not be as happy as they. And then she thought their fears for a while in sleep. But in vain did
since, has passed away. The shadows of death of the dreariness and poverty of her home, of they look for a crust of bread or a cold potato.
have thickened around me. The cold damps of the cruelty of her father, of the neglect and Mary could find nothing but the remainder of
the grave have chilled my spirit, for my beloved unkindness of her mother, the misery of the long the meal she had procured in the morning; but
boy has gone—for ever gone. Night after cold winter through which she had just passed, it was too late to attempt baking another cake.
night I have watched over his untroubled sleep of the hunger her little brothers and herself of The fire was all out upon the hearth, and it was
and longed for the morning sun to awaken him ten felt; she thought of the neat appearance of too dark to go in search of wood. So the hun
to gladness. He sleeps for ever now. A thou the children she had just seen, and then looked gry children with their wants unsupplied Here
sand times I have wept to behold his lightest upon her own dress, torn and dirty as it was, till obliged to lay themselves down to sleep. The
grief. He will never sorrow again. He lies the tears filled her eyes, and her heart became little boys were soon at rest, but Mary could
before me now. Yes—he rests in the little bed sadder than ever. Mary knew what made these not so easily forget her sufferings. A chilly,
over which I have so often ben t to give him the children so different from herself; she well knew cloudy evening had followed the clear, bright
good-night kiss. Those lips which have moved why they would spend that day in school, learn • day: and the wind, as it whistled through their
in an infant’s prayer, are closed. He will never ing to be wise and good, while she would spend miserable dwelling, filled Mary with sad and al
speak again. His brown hair lies in clustering it in idleness at home, or in trying to quiet the most fearful thoughts. Then came to her mind
curls upon his pale forehead, and the rose has hungry baby and please the other children that great Being, who made her and all things ;
faded from his cheek.
while her mother was picking cranberries in the and she asked herself if He really saw her, and
“It was but an hour after you left us last week meadow. Mary knew she was, that very morn would take care of her. But when she thought
that he first complained. I was sitting by the ing, to carry home something that would make what a poor forsaken child she was afraid to
window, still thinking of your visit, and in my her mother cross and wholly unmindful of her ask for his protection and blessing.
heart blessing God for the treasures of hope and destitute children, and she wished from her
Oh! had she known more of the character of
happiness lie has granted ns; when Francis came heart, that the gentleman who kept the shop this great and merciful God, she would have
to me, and laid his head upon my lap. I notic would say he could not let her mother have felt that she was the very one to implore his
ed that there was a burning flush upon hi* cheek any more rum. But this she knew he would not aid, that though worshipped by glorious angels
but I supposed it merely the excitement of part say, for he had promised to let her have it when he yet stoops to hear the feeblest cry of earth’s
ing with his little cousin. I endeavored to di ever she. sent the money; and the money she lowliest child,when that cry comes to Him from
vert his attention, and asked him if he would held sate in her hand.
a humble confiding heart. But what should
Not quite all the money was to go for rum.— Mary know of God? She had scarcely heard
like to walk with me. His countenance express
ed an unusual degree of pleasure as he replied, 1 he pail was first to be filled, and the few cents his holy name, except when profanely uttered
‘Yes, Mother, if you will go and see Charles.’ that remained were to be laid out in meal. Ma by her father. She could repeat no pretty hymn
Our visits to the poor sick boy had been sus ry thought of the last article, and quickened no sweet prayer to soothe her fears or give her
pended for a few days, and I very gladly com her pace, for the clear, cool breeze had sharp comfort. The happy children of kind and pious
plied with his request. We found the suffering ened her appetite and she remembered, besides, parents know nothing of the hours of loneliness
boy near death. A scarlet fever of the most that her mother and brother had bid her be and fear which this poor girl endured.
malignant character had dreadfully reduced very quick.
The cup is bitter enough when one parent
When she had reached the shop, the gentle becomes an object ofdread and terror; when,in
him.° We remained by his bed about half an
hour, and, as I took leave of the afflicted mo man, as she called him, was not there, but his stead of affording that kind protection which his
ther, Francis firmly grasped my hand, and press son, a bright, intelligent boy of thirteen, stood family has a right to expect, he brings upon it
ing close to my side, said, ‘Mother, do stay and behind the counter playing with his little sister, only want and misery. But when both parents,
make poor Charles well.” That night, when I a fair, rosy-cheeked child, whose whole appear unmindful of what those who are dependent
had listened to the evening prayer of myheloved ance showed how far she was from want and wo. upon them suffer, seek only to gratify a corrupt

Fruit Trees from the Seed.—The Horticultural Re
pics with propriety, and reasoned well—and appeared to gister
for June contains an article on Van Mons’ method
understand fully his rights and duties as a citizen, and of raising fruit trees from the seed, which opens a most in
rightly to appreciate his moral obligations. His tempera viting field for horticultural experiment. Van Mons has
ment, however, is nervous, and he is subject to occasional been distinguished for many years for the number and ex
irritation when thinking or speaking of his confinement and cellence of the new varieties of pears introduced by him.
of those persons who procured it. He was educated at This paper gives a view of his theory and an account of
Harvard University, and is now 45 years of age. His place his experiments.
of residence is Boston, where he was formerly employed as
Van Mons proceeded thus: He obtained seeds of the
a teacher; has been married, and had several children, and wild pear, in its native state, and planted them. When
was regarded as an amiable and intelligent man. Six or I they came to bearing, lie planted the first seeds produced;
eight years ago, at a time when, he bad become unfortu and so on, from generation to generation,—always planting
nately embarrassed in his circumstances, he lost his wife, the first seeds produced by the tree that lie wished to pro
his spirits became dejected, and fie drowned his grief with pagate from. The fruits thus obtained gradually improv
occasional intoxication; and was obliged in consequence of ed- Some of the trees of the third generation produced
it to relinquish his school. He then leased his house to one edible fruit. In the fourth generation many of the fruits
oi tne witnesses, and went to board in the house of a wi were good, several excellent, but a small number still bad.
dow lady on the opposite side of the street.
He has thus proceeded to the eighth generation, which has
The first symptom of his insanity, false hearing, was required nearly 50 years. His trees of the latest genera
8b«wn in hio tictmcnt of ills tenant.
He believed that he
took every opportunity, indeed made it his principal busi tions produce fruit much sooner than the earlier ones,—
when only four years from the seed ; and the
ness, to insult him with offensive language in all places and some of them
of excellent fruits has constantly increased.
on all occasions. He made a complaint to his tenant, and proportion
Van
Mons
has
experimented in the same way with other
desired he would put a stop to conduct so disagreeable and
annoying to him. In vain the witness protested that his kinds of fruit, and with the like success. He finds that
three or four uninterrupted generations, with careful culti
charges were entirely groundless—that he had no occasion vation,
requiring from twelve to fifteen years, are suffi
or disposition to treat him otherwise than respectfully.— cient toand
obtain no other than excellent fruit from the stones
His rent was always paid promptly, and he had no other of peaches,
apricots, plums, and cherries. To obtain no
connexion or concern with Mr. Davison. Yet Mr. Da
than excellent apples of new kinds, it requires only
vison was continually annoyed with unkind expressions other
which he could distinctly hear him use,even when out of his four generations and twenty years.
Here, then, is a path for the lover of fruit to follow, with
sight; and at length he quarreled with him. He then
felt confident that his tenant’s family united to ridicule and the best prospects of obtaining for himself, his children, his
neighborhood,
and his country, many real and permanent
abuse him, beyond his patient endurance. One of the of blessings. If the
theory is well founded, as it appears from
fensive expressions, which he accused his tenant of uttering
incessantly, was that of “cock-eye Davison,” alluding to facts to be, we see not why our native cherries, plums,
raspberries, strawberries, &c., may not be
a defect in one of his eyes. The witness’s daughter taught gooseberries,
made the means of furnishing us with varieties superior to
an infant school in one of the rooms of his house—one of the
foreign
in
every good quality as fruit, and at the same
the exercises of which was that of teaching the children to time better adapted
to our climate.
sing. Whenever lie was in the vicinity, he said she would
Gen. Dearborn, by whom the article was translated, seems
always exercise them in singing a hymn which was all about to suppose
that we have great advantages in being able to
“cock-eye Davison.” At length the piano forte in the use seed fi om
old original trees of the excellent new va
tenant’s rooms began to discourse the same language, and rieties of fruitthe
that have already sprung up in this country.
finally the bells of the city and the birds of the country all But if we understand
theory of Van Mons, the seeds
chimed in with the piano and the singing infants. He of old trees should by the
no means be used,_ at least there
went once to a large meeting in Faneuil Hall, where his
tenant followed him and insulted him by exclaiming aloud will be no advantage in using them, however excellent their
the offensive words which bad so often assailed him in his fruit. The important point is, not merely to use the seeds
of a seedling, but to use its first seeds. “It is in the semi
walksand in his rooms.
The sight of the persons who so much disturbed him, nary of the first seeds of the newest varieties of fruit trees,
would throw him into a great rage, and he would abuse that we should expect to find the more perfect fruits.”—
them whenever and vyherever he could. I-Ie became so “Seeds from an ancient variety tend toward a wild state”
furiously mad one day with a young lady, one of his sup and “have less chance of becoming perfect.”—Vermont
posed secret enemies, that he seized a sword and pursued Chronicle.
her. She fled up stairs and locked herself within her cham
How to Keep away Flies-----A net made of different
ber, and he placed himself by her door, and raising a win
dow, threatened to take the life of any one who should come colored meshes of about three quarters of an inch square,
to her rescue; but the neighbors gathered around and re when placed against a window, has been found quite effec
tual in excluding the visits of the troublesome insects from
lieved her by taking her out of the window.
He was alsojealous and offended with those persons who the outside of the room. The same experiment was tried
were present when he Iv’ard the noises and denied hearing with meshes made of the finest black thread, one inch
them themselves, and declared his conviction that they were and a quarter square, which proved to be equally effec
imposing upon him. All these causes of irritation produc tual.
ed considerable excitement in his mind, and led him to be
jealous of those who opposed his notions, or questioned the
THE OBSERVER
correctness of his understanding. He threatened them,
and became desperate for the execution of his threats.
He was judged to be insane, and a large number ofhis TERMS--- Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance,
friends requested that he might be placed in tlie Institu
and Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six
tion for the Insane at Charlestown. After some time he
months. ’ No subscriptions received for a less term than
was removed to the country 30 or 40 miles from Boston ;
one year. No paper> discontinued until all arrearages
hut the noises still haunted him day and night, and he be
arc paid, except at the option of the publishers.
lieved his tenant still hung around and visited him. Thus Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
tormented he became desperate and reckless, and was an
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
gry with all who opposed his views or doubted the correct
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
ness of his story.
tion, otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
In 1834 he was sent to the Hospital in this city- but in
consequence ofhis inoffensive appearance, lie was discharg *»* All communications relative to this paper, must be
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
ed and returned to Boston. For a time he appeared well;
Co. Ohio
but at length his illusions all returned, if indeed they had
LIST OF AGENTS.
ever left him, and he became dangerous to the peace of so
Rev JOHN L BRYAN.................. Windsor
ciety. He was again placed in the McLean Asylum for Col.
HUBBARD,........... Ashubula
«‘°
several months; where he had the old difficulty of sounds Rev. AlVA SANFORD,.............. Portsmouth
•««
" cJlumbut *
and noises, and was very troublesome and injurious to the Rev .WM. PRESTON, .
large class of curable and quiet patients. He was again Rev. G. DENISON ... ..... . . NewSk.
?r^BUkDL,
ER™
Y> .... Steubenville.
discharged from that institution, and again sent to Wor £EJJ;
................................ . Marietta,
••
cester in the winter of 1835. At Worcester, though ex IYV,YE^LE,R P' ALDERMAN, .. Windsor,
•«
««
citable and nervous, he is not affected by any noises abroad •J; W. SCHUCKERS,..................... Wooster,
DORSON
EDWARDS
...................
Dayton,
•«
from the building, but believes in the reality of his former Dr. ASA COLEMAN,................... Troy, Miami Co.
••
illusions. This position he maintained before the Court on Rev. B. I. HAIGHT........................ Cincinnati.
«
•«
the theory of the transmission of sound and he sited one or Rev. E. W. PEEP,............................ Chillicothe.
CLAP,........................ Cuyahoga Falls,
«
two examples from the books insupport of it. One of them ROWLAND
WILLIAM HUNT,........................ Urbana,
«
is a statement of a European traveller, who says that in JOHN HANFORD,......................... Middlebury,
««
E. KIRTLAND................... .....Maumee,
Switzerland there is a lake across which voices may be F.
H. S. SMITH............................ Liverpool.
heard some miles by persons putting their ears down to the Rev.
G. V. WILLARD,........... ............... Medina,
•«
water. Another was that of two families who lived on the Rev. ERASTUS BURR,............ .. Worthington,
<•
BASSETT.......................... Canfield,Trumbull Co.
opposite sides of a wide river, across which was a bridge. JOSEPH
Rev. WM. A. SMALLWOOD, ..... Zanesville,
«
The children of the two families had become too intimate Rev. A. GUION, ............................. Piqua.
«•
••
tor their safety, and their parents forbade them crossing the BENJAMIN JOHNS,..................... Mansfield.
WILLIAM
A
KRUG,
.................
Hamilton,Butler
Co.
••
bridge without special permission. After a time it was ob EBEN BOULT................................... Norwalk,
“
served that the children went to their respective ends of Rev. J. P. BA USMAN,.................. Circleville
«
••
the bridge, and carried on conversations by placing their Rev. E. BOYDEN............................. Cleveland,
SETH DaVIS, ...................... Brooklyn,
«<
heads upon the string pieces of the bridge. The sound Rev.
Rev. S. A. BRONSON..................... Lancaster
«•
was thus transmitted by the timbers. From such facts as Rev. A. BLEDSOE,......................... Oxford,
«
Wm. ARMSTRONG,............. Wheeling, Va,
these,Mr. Davison infers that sounds may be transmitted to Rev.
WILTBERGER,................ Washington, D. C.
a very great exten(;andthat thefacility with which they mav CHAS.
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,................. Monroe,
•«
be heard, depends very essentially upon the perfection of C. C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq............ Detroit,
Rev.
N.
LYSTER,............................. Tecumseh,
the organs of sense: or as he forcibly designated them “the Rev. WM.
SUDIJARDS,............... Philadelphia, Fenn
servants of the mind.” When the sounds are not heard HENRY L. BOLLMAN,.............. Pittsburgh, •
it is no fault of the mind, but must be attributed to a want II. M. WHITE,.................................. New York.
GRISWOLD............................ . Utica, New.York.
of fidelity in its servants. In his own case he maintains that C.
ROBERT JONES ............................. Crawfordsville, Indiana
his mind is not only sane, like other people, but that his ”. W. HASKINS,............................. Boston. Mass.
C.W.ADAMS,
................................... Natchez, Miss.
organs are more perfect, or in his own language, the ser Rav. P. R. MINARD,
.............. . St. Louis,Missouri.

